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Introduction
This appendix contains supplemental 2019 program activity and budget detail, and is intended as a reference
document to accompany NEEA’s 2019 Operations Plan. The contents of this appendix were presented to
NEEA’s Advisory Committees on October 9, 2018. Subsequent edits were made in December 2018, to reflect
feedback from NEEA's Board and some adjustments to the 2018 forecast. This is the final document.
Please note:
•

2019 will be the final year of the alliance’s Cycle 5 (2015-2019) Business Plan

•

‘Program status’ in this document refers to NEEA’s stage-gate process for advancing Market
Transformation programs (see graphic below)
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Building Envelope Product Group
WINDOW ATTACHMENTS
Executive Summary - The Window Attachments program seeks to accelerate the adoption of high performance

window attachment products in existing commercial and multifamily buildings. The program supports the Attachments
Energy Rating Council (AERC) to deliver product differentiation and certification for Low-e Storm Windows (LES) and
Secondary Glazing Systems (SGS) while building product awareness and capability among key target audiences in the
region. In 2019, the program will focus on characterizing the market, understanding target audiences, supporting AERC
to create a certification program for commercial products, developing business cases for the initial target markets, and
increasing product awareness among key market actors. The program will use these findings/learnings to inform the
program design, program strategy, and the product awareness campaign.
Table 1 - Program Overview

Ultimate Desired Outcome
for Sustained Market
Change
Program Status
Key Accomplishments to
date

High performance window attachments become established as a standard product
and practice for addressing low performing windows
The program is in the Market/Product Assessment phase and is expected to advance
through the Product Readiness Approval (PRA) milestone in Q4 2019
• Program strategy and logic model were redeveloped in 2018 to optimize program
savings and prioritize target market (existing commercial and multi-family)
buildings in the commercial sector
• Program played a critical role in supporting both the EPA and AERC in developing
an ENERGY STAR label for Low-e Storm Windows, set to be released in Q3 2018
• With the alliance’s support, AERC membership has almost doubled since 2016
• Program obtained full-category sales data from Larson Manufacturing and
Wausau, two of the biggest manufacturers of low-e storm windows and secondary
glazing systems

Table 2 – Benefit & Value

Benefit/Cost Ratio on 20year savings forecast
Energy Savings
(aMW)
Additional Value Delivery

TBD – This program is in early development.
Program is in development and annualized forecast is still uncertain. 20-year total
regional savings potential is 70 aMW.
Research and Data: Provide data and market intelligence on window attachments
industry to help inform funder outreach activities and program design.
Customer & Supply chain engagement opportunities: Opportunities for funders to
engage with key market actors during the supply and demand-side awareness
campaign.
Maximize Efficiencies: Coordinating with other alliance programs, such as
Condensing Rooftop Units (gas), BetterBricks, Commercial Code Enhancement,
Strategic Energy Management and Commercial Real Estate to leverage existing work
and collaborate where applicable.
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Window Attachments
Table 3 – Budget

Annual Expense

Key Assumptions
Driving Budget
Estimates

2018 Forecast

2019 Budget

Variance Explanation

The revised program strategy and target market drive the
increased budget for 2019. This includes developing a data
management plan, modeling support to deliver a 20-year
$127,000
$449,500
savings forecast, and marketing support for 2019 message
and outreach channel testing.
Continued support of AERC to establish a commercial certification protocol
Development of a data management plan and data collection from manufacturers
Development and launch of a supply and demand-side awareness campaign for the target
markets based on findings from market characterization and audience research
RTF support for UES development of secondary glazing systems installation in non-office
building types

Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Develop business
cases for the target
markets

•

•

Lack of awareness
of product
benefits among
target market
audiences
Lack of supplyside expertise

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Ongoing:
• Confirm initial market building
types
• Conduct market research on the
supply chain and demand side
target audiences
New:
• Develop Supply-side business case
• Develop Demand-side business
case
• Develop a market awareness plan
to test messaging and channels
Ongoing: Expand relationships with
manufacturers
New: Promote in-field mock-up
demonstrations at initial target market
buildings

•

Connect
manufacturers with
the Northwest
market and secure
access to sales data

Lack of data to
support tracking and
reporting of savings

AERC continues to
grow and support
product certification
and labeling of
window
attachments
Support the
development of a
commercial ratings
program for
secondary glazing
systems

Lack of product
differentiation
between high and low
performing window
attachments

Ongoing:
• Continue to AERC Outreach
committees
• Support AERC in new membership
recruitment

Lack of product
differentiation
between high and low
performing window
attachments

Ongoing: Continue to support AERC in
the development of a commercial
ratings program for secondary glazing
systems
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•
•

Target market(s)
confirmed, with at least
one high priority market
selected for focus
Plan in place to test
messaging and channels
Business cases
developed

Three secondary glazing
system manufacturers
sign agreements to
provide sales data
• One field “mock up”
launched in a building
within the initial target
market
Five new manufacturers join
AERC
•

A test procedure for
secondary glazing systems is
available and supports
development of a
commercial rating program
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Window Attachments
Table 5 – Risks & Mitigation

Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

If the program is not able to gather
sales data from manufacturers, then
the program’s ability to track and
report savings is at risk.
If only a small number of
manufacturers or products
participate in certification, then AERC
will not continue to grow and
become financially sustainable.

Failure to track and measure market
progress and program savings.

Increase funding to manufacturers to
pay for product certification and
labeling in return for data collection.

Product differentiation, a key
program barrier, is no longer
available to manufacturers.
Additionally, support for building a
national certification program for
secondary glazing systems comes to
a halt.

• Commit additional funding to provide
upstream incentives for
manufacturers to join AERC and
submit products for certification.
• Increase awareness of certification in
Northwest market to increase
demand for manufacturer
certification.
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Consumer Products Group
SUPER-EFFICIENT DRYERS (SEDS)
Executive Summary - In 2019, the Super-Efficient Dryers initiative team will focus on building a business case for

expansion to a Super-Efficient Laundry initiative. Key activities will include market research and data collection to
characterize the clothes washer and paired laundry market, and to investigate the potential for a paired laundry
specification. At the same time, the initiative will continue using partnerships with regional market actors and
manufacturers to influence adoption of more stringent energy-efficient product designs and minimize risk for funders by
conducting pilot tests of new products. The program will use regional advantage to cost-effectively increase product
availability and build a regional infrastructure to help drive product demand.
Table 1 - Program Overview

Ultimate Desired
Outcome for Sustained
Market Change
Program Status
Key Accomplishments to
date

Table 2 – Benefit & Value

Benefit/Cost Ratio on 20year savings forecast
Energy Savings
(aMW)

Influence the passage of a federal standard requiring current ENERGY STAR level
performance for all clothes dryers
• Influence voluntary specifications (ENERGY STAR) to require heat pump level
performance
Currently in Strategy Testing & Finalization phase of the Initiative Lifecycle.
Next milestone: Scale-Up Approval, estimated for Q2 2020
•

• Heat pump dryers floored at big box retailer throughout the region
• RTF confirmed UCEF metric is superior to DOE metric for measuring energy use of
dryers in the field
• Leveraged lab test results to validate and increase ENERGY STAR dryer savings for
the region
• Convinced Whirlpool to participate in ENERGY STAR Most Efficient certification for
their qualifying heat pump models

TBD – This program is in early development.

Total Regional
Business Plan Target

Co-Created

Forecast

Business Plan Target

Forecast

2019 Est

n/a

1.4-2.1

n/a

0.9-1.4

2015-2019 Est

n/a

6.2-6.9

n/a

3.7-4.2

2020-2024 Est

n/a

10.2-16.9

n/a

6.6-11.1

Additional Value
Delivery

Energy Efficiency Resources: The Dryers team has forged a strong partnership with
ENERGY STAR that can be leveraged across other consumer products initiatives.
Potential addition of clothes washers (tentative for 2019) brings in new potential
partners for utilities (water & wastewater utilities).
Customer Engagement Opportunities: Retailer pilots, partnerships, trainings, findings
from multifamily market research online community (MROC)
aMW savings: Integration of clothes washer activities (laundry pairs) to help extend
the life of funders’ washer programs, ENERGY STAR specification advancement
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Super Efficient Dryers

Table 3 – Budget

2018 Forecast

2019 Budget

Variance Explanation

Annual Expense

$387,000

$660,000

Budget is increasing to incorporate additional
washer/paired laundry activities (expansion of
program from dryers to laundry product
family).

Key Assumptions
Driving Budget
Estimates

Incentive fluctuations: More than 20% of the 2019 budget is for upstream incentives, and
assumes volume will stay relatively steady compared to previous years. Market shifts or
product availability changes could cause this number to increase or decrease relative to the
budget.
Laundry activities: 2019 budget assumes $150,000 in additional budget to support
program expansion including washers and some paired laundry activities. This program
change must be approved by funders, so funder support will have an impact on this portion
of the funding. The $150,000 is split between lab testing, market research, and program
support.
Program administration increase: An expected increase in program administration activity
to support incentive delivery and retail promotions on behalf of manufacturers.

Table 4 – Goals & Activities
2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Expand to
Laundry
Initiative / Add
Clothes
Washers

•

•

Increase
confidence &
demand for
Super-Efficient
Dryers (SEDs)

Manufacturer,
Retailer &
Consumer
Value
Propositions
New:
Inaccurate Test
Protocol and
Specifications
(lack of real
world paired
laundry
specification)

Consumer,
Manufacturer, and
Retailer Value
Propositions
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Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Ongoing:
• Conduct market research
investigating laundry market trends
New:
• Investigate potential for new
combined washer/dryer efficiency
rating and labeling
• Identify additional market
transformation opportunities for
clothes washers to complement and
expand on current Retail Products
Portfolio program product strategy

•

Ongoing:
• Continue retailer pilots &
partnerships
• Continue support of manufacturer
marketing campaigns leveraging
findings from previous market
research

•

•
•

•
•

Program team develops
business case and work plan
for expanding initiative
scope, including clothes
washer and/or paired
activities
Funders approve expanded
initiative
Recommendation to
pursue/not pursue a paired
laundry specification

Increased consumer demand
- Sales increase by 50%
Supply chain & two utilities
co-promote benefits of SEDs
Create multifamily case
study to leverage pilot
findings and conduct
outreach to build demand
8

Super Efficient Dryers
2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

New:
• Create a better consumer value
proposition by moving toward
qualified instant rebates with
retail/manufacturer partners
• Continue pursuing multifamily pilot
projects and other multifamily
opportunities as discovered through
the MROC (Market Research Online
Community) to help manufacturers
achieve greater volume/scale
Refine SuperEfficient Dryer
(SED)
technology
roadmap

•

•
•
Increase funder
and program
support of SEDs

•
•

Consumer,
Manufacturer,
and Retailer
Value
Propositions
Product
Availability
Incremental
Cost
Consumer
Awareness
Incremental
Cost

Ongoing:
• Investigate SED emerging
technologies
• Align with natural gas team on
manufacturer outreach

•
•

•
•
•

Funder collaboration through the
program workgroup and advisory
committees.
Outreach to funders and other
stakeholders (such as California and
Canada) to build broad support for
SEDs

•
•

Achieve confidence/clarity
of the SED technology
roadmap
Additional products added
to Qualified Products List
Incremental costs continue
to decline
Additional funders offer
clothes dryer incentives
New extra-regional
partnerships

Table 5 – Risks and Mitigations

Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

If consumer demand remains
low and manufacturers do not
achieve economies of scale
that enable cost reduction,
then the cost of product
remains high to consumers.

If costs remain high and incentives
remain constant (at 2018 levels),
sales will remain flat or will slump.
2019 budget will be flat or will
decrease due to lower sales than
anticipated.

Mitigation/Contingency Plan
•
•

•

•
•
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Spur demand by providing incentives that
temporarily reduce cost to consumer
Demonstrate value proposition to supply
chain by illustrating regional commitment
and consumer adoption
Identify beachhead markets where SED
manufacturers can operate profitably so
manufacturing scale can be achieved
Work with manufacturers to address
pricing and benefits
Leverage findings from consumer value
proposition research & consumer
segmentation to drive up consumer
awareness
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Super Efficient Dryers

Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

If market tests continue to be
delayed, then the scale-up
milestone will be delayed.
Retailer pilots (market test #2)
have been delayed due to lack
of funder support and product
availability issues. Actionable
insights from the multifamily
MROC (market test #3) are
taking longer than anticipated.

•

Market Test - Without retailer
pilots, the initiative team
cannot learn what tactics work
at the retail level to drive sales.
This will diminish the
program’s ability to identify
and quantify supply chain value
propositions. Marketing dollars
for planned promotions will
not be spent, resulting in
decreased spending for 2019.
• Multifamily MROC - The team
needs to understand the
multifamily market and what a
compelling value proposition is
for multifamily decisionmakers to install SEDs. If the
program cannot gain these
insights through the MROC,
additional budget will be
needed to gain insights
through another method.
Long-term budget impact of
delayed market tests will be an
increase in spending due to
delayed scale-up approval.

•

If the Department of Energy
(DOE) does not move forward
on expected standards and test
procedure revisions, then
savings from the initiative will
be delayed.

This is a specification-driven
program, and without movement
from DOE, the program cannot
push forward with its desired
specification and test procedure
improvements. The transition year
will be delayed, meaning the
initiative will be in market
development longer than
anticipated. This will result in a
higher initiative spend long-term
due to longer time in the life cycle
(delayed transition complete).

•
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Market Test
o Investigate alternative market tests
that do not require marketing activities
o Approach funders to run their own
retailer pilots and share results with
NEEA staff
o Leverage existing manufacturer
promotions to achieve core market test
goals
• Multi-family MROC - Investigate
alternative market research approaches
that can deliver multifamily findings

Leverage manufacturer relationships to
gain support of increased performance
requirements
• Continue to collaborate with ENERGY
STAR to drive voluntary specifications
forward
• Develop partnerships outside the region
(with California and Canada) to align
interests in increased specs
• NEEA staff have invested considerable
time and effort helping CEE build a new
clothes dryer spec without realizing much
value in return. NEEA staff will continue to
participate in CEE’s appliance
subcommittee but it will likely not be a
priority in 2019.
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RETAIL PRODUCT PORTFOLIO (RPP)
Executive Summary - RPP changed its focus in 2018 to execute product-specific strategies developed in 2017.

While it was initially thought that all products in the portfolio would require the same market interventions, the
program has learned (based on analysis of full-category sales data received from participating retailers) that each
product requires its own mix of intervention strategies, depending on technology dynamics, ENERGY STAR specification
status, DOE standard status, and other factors. NEEA staff are finalizing these product-specific strategies and sharing
them with the Workgroup and Residential Advisory Committee – as well as other ENERGY STAR RPP stakeholders – in
advance of seeking the Scale-Up Approval milestone in 2019.
Table 1 - Program Overview

Ultimate Desired
Outcome for Sustained
Market Change
Program Status
Key Accomplishments
to date

Changes in manufacturing for a portfolio of consumer products, which lead to greater
efficiency for the product categories as a whole. Improvements are locked in via changes
in federal, state, or voluntary minimum standards for target products.
RPP is in the Strategy Testing & Finalization phase (PRA January 2016) and is tentatively
expected to seek Scale-up Approval in Q3 2019.
• Building scale – Program sponsors for the ENERGY STAR RPP now represent about 20%
of US households.
• Data management – All Program sponsors use central data portal, which has enhanced
reporting capabilities and quality control.
• Product selection – ENERGY STAR RPP group has adopted NEEA’s portfolio management
process and has shifted focus from program infrastructure elements (data and scale) to
executing specific market transformation strategies for each product category.

Table 2 – Benefit & Value

Benefit/Cost Ratio on 20-year
savings forecast
Energy Savings (aMW)
2019 Est
2015-2019 Est
2020-2024 Est

TBD – This program is still in development.

Total Regional
Business Plan
Forecast
Target

Co-Created
Business Plan
Forecast
Target

n/a
0.4-1.0
n/a
0.3-0.7
6.1
1.4-2.0
5.5
0.9-1.3
13.7
13.2-30.3
12.3
9.9-25.3
Note: RPP is below the 2015-2019 Business Plan forecast because: 1) The program collected data for the region that
better informed the baseline and savings rate estimates 2) The program is new and some of the focus has shifted
toward measurement and compliance issues (e.g. work on ES V8 for TVs). The result is that the savings potential has
shifted to 2020+.
Sales data used for the alliance’s Super-Efficient Dryers program (both
Additional Value Delivery
dryers and washers)
Sales data used for Long-term Monitoring and Tracking for several
products
Sales data available for funders’ use
POP opportunities for funders

2019 Draft Operations Plan Appendix
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Retail Product Portfolio
Table 3 – Budget

Annual Expense

Key Assumptions
Driving Budget
Estimates

2018 Forecast

2019 Budget

Variance Explanation

Jump in budget in 2019 is for: 1) additional product
management contractor support; 2) sufficient
incentive budget to avoid a shortfall; 3) outreach to
other program sponsors to share tools and support
$2,288,000
$2,404,000
to help their evaluation efforts; and, 4) outreach
efforts with state codes officials to promote market
transformation strategies for specific products
• Assumes no new products added, or product(s) dropped to provide room in budget for
additional products
• Assumes program has sufficient Product Management resources, as the program will
need a higher level of support in 2019 to achieve product-level market transformation
goals

Table 4 – Goals and Activities

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Key 2019 Activities

Other program
sponsors have
support for
appropriate
evaluation approach
and regulatory
backing

Uncertainty of
regulatory acceptance
among ENERGY STAR
RPP sponsors outside of
the Northwest

Product / Portfolio
Management
supports appropriate
product-level MT
strategies

Manufacturers are
unlikely to respond
outside of specification
and standards process
to increase energy
efficiency of consumer
products

Ongoing:
• Finalize program guidelines,
receive approval from all
other program sponsors
• Coordination with PG&E and
other sponsors who need to
build support with
regulators / evaluators
New:
• Train other program
sponsors on market
transformation to ensure
their continued
participation in ENERGY
STAR RPP
Ongoing:
• Ongoing: Continue ENERGY
STAR engagement for
specific products
• Ongoing: Continue to
coordinate with SuperEfficient Dryer initiative to
ensure optimal market
transformation strategy for
the laundry category
(especially washers)
• Ongoing: Continue to
engage in state-level codes
& standards engagement
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Key Success Metrics
• Guidelines are approved
and used as valuable
reference for current and
future program sponsors
• Other program sponsors
receive sufficient
regulatory / evaluation
support to maintain
participation

• At least one additional
program sponsor co-funds
product strategy work
• ENERGY STAR RPP
influences specifications
for at least two product
categories (by 12/2019)
• Portfolio management
process includes sufficient
conditions for dropping a
product, revising tiers, and
setting targeted incentives
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Retail Product Portfolio

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Key 2019 Activities

Data portal
continues to provide
clean and reliable
data to support
planning and savings
calculations

Lack of access to full
category sales data
inhibits ability to
influence formal
specification/standards
process and allow for
informed program
decisions

Ongoing:
• Continue with quality
control and data
improvements
• Ongoing: Continue to refine
savings approach, including
baselines, UEC/UES

NEEA staff secure
funder support for
Scale-Up Approval

Energy efficiency is not
considered by
corporate retail buyers
(program needs scale
to have influence, and
can better attract new
program sponsors if
current participants
maintain level of
commitment to the
program)

Key Success Metrics

New:
• Refine and prioritize
product strategies;
communicate & build
support with ENERGY STAR
RPP stakeholders
Ongoing:
• Work with funders to
support their data analysis
needs and demonstrate
value of product-specific
strategies
New:
• Develop RPP data
dashboard to provide data
access to funders
• Leverage RPP data to add
value to other alliance
programs and Regional
Technical Forum (RTF)

• Program sponsors are
confident in the data
quality control processes in
the portal.
• Evaluation research
confirms quality control
measures are in place and
effective.
• All program sponsors
extend ICF contracts for
2019 and work together to
find a longer-term solution
• Workgroup, Residential
Advisory Committee, and
Regional Portfolio Advisory
Committee support ScaleUp Approval in 2019

Table 5 – Risks & Mitigations

Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

If existing program sponsors
cannot maintain participation or
new program sponsors do not join
collaboration, then retailers may
lose interest and drop out of
ENERGY STAR program

Could significantly reduce 2019 budget
and could curtail / end program in
following years (reduce the leverage of
scale)

NEEA staff will continue to provide
technical support to other program
sponsors to build their market
transformation engagement and
help them bridge to appropriate
evaluation framework
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Retail Product Portfolio

Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

If EPA / ENERGY STAR loses
funding or political support, then
their financial support for ENERGY
STAR RPP could be reduced or
eliminated

Could reduce consultant support for
ENERGY STAR RPP, or require the alliance
to increase its investment to support
other program sponsors and the program
as whole. Lack of funding could also
reduce the likelihood of improved
specifications in the near term.

NEEA staff will continue to work
closely with EPA, their consultants,
and other stakeholders to stay
informed of any changes, and to
work together to adjust as needed.

The level of uncertainty in
evaluation is a continued risk.
Concerns about evaluation results
in other jurisdictions could affect
the ability of the ENERGY STAR
RPP effort to grow.

Unlikely to affect 2019 budget but could
curtail / end program in following years.

For the alliance: Transparency in
assumptions, analysis, and
conclusions. Ensure that the level
of uncertainty is understood and
that stakeholders are okay with it.

EPA could lose interest / support
for managing the program and
providing facilitation support to
the collaborative of program
sponsors

Lack of leadership could cause concern
among current and potential program
sponsors. Additionally, without the
infrastructure currently funded by EPA, it
would be a challenge for current program
sponsors to collaborate efficiently and
support program operations.
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For others: NEEA staff will continue
to engage national evaluation
consultants, regulators, and
stakeholders to provide technical
assistance as needed on market
transformation evaluation
approaches. However, the alliance
has limited availability to influence
the evaluation policy expectations
in other jurisdictions.
NEEA staff have been asked if the
alliance would be able to take over
the program management /
facilitation function if EPA steps
away. NEEA staff have begun
discussing what this would look
like, as well as exploring other
alternatives for program support.
These activities will continue until
EPA’s exit plans and timing are
made clear.
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GAS DRYERS
Executive Summary - Gas dryers have a very low market share in the Northwest – between 5 and 10 percent of

the market. As a result, partnerships are essential and critical to any program successes. Primarily due to lack of market
interest, the Gas Dryers program will undertake limited activities over the course of 2019. The Program will continue to
socialize our specification for high efficiency gas dryers to gather the market share needed to influence manufacturer
product development and/or the United States Department of Energy (US DOE) ENERGY STAR criteria for high efficiency
gas dryers. The program will monitor any standards opportunities arising out of the US DOE, but does not expect much
movement in this area. The program will also support electric dryer program efforts to investigate, scope and vet the
clothes washer and paired laundry market, and explore the potential for a paired laundry specification.
Table 1 - Program Overview
The Gas Dryers program aims to accelerate market adoption of efficient gas clothes dryers by
Ultimate Desired
influencing market partner product roadmaps and supply chain stocking practices to increase
Outcome for
consumer awareness and product availability. The Gas Dryers Program will also be a key driver
Sustained Market in negotiating for improved federal test protocols and test procedures for residential clothes
Change
dryers.

Program Status
Key
Accomplishments
to date

The program is in the Market & Product Assessment phase of NEEA’s Initiative Lifecycle. It is
unknown when it will move into the next lifecycle phase, due to current lack of market interest
in gas dryer product development.
• Developed specification for high efficiency gas dryers
• Tested seven gas dryers in the lab to supplemental test protocol
• Implemented partner outreach plan to share lab test results with manufacturers and utilities
to gain product advancement support

Table 2 – Benefit & Value

Benefit/Cost Ratio on 20year savings forecast
Energy Savings
Additional
Value
Delivery

Table 3 – Budget

Annual Expense

Key Assumptions
Driving Budget
Estimates

N/A
N/A
Funder Customer Satisfaction / Risk Mitigation – Through product testing and
validation, the program ensures that utilities are aware that customers who may
desire an ENERGY STAR-qualified gas dryer may not have the best product
performance and energy savings experience.

2018
Forecast

2019
Budget

$24,334

$50,000

Variance Explanation
The 2019 budget will be put toward any market opportunities that
arise out of the socialization of NEEA’s specification (i.e., manufacturer
golden carrot incentive or product development support).

Utilities will sign on to specification and create large enough market share to influence
manufacturer product development of an advanced tier gas dryer.
All gas dryer activities will fall under Codes & Standards in the Cycle 6 Business Plan.
Electric dryer program efforts toward vetting paired laundry specification require minimal gas
dryer funding.
The program will partner with organizations who have large gas dryer market shares to bear
much of the cost burden of any manufacturer product development support.
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Gas Dryers
Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Support the expansion of
alliance dryer programs
(electric and gas) to a
more comprehensive
Laundry Initiative

•

Continue to socialize
efficient gas dryer
specification

•

•
•

Manufacturer, Retailer &
Consumer Value
Propositions
Inaccurate Test Protocol
& Specifications (lack of
real world paired laundry
specification)
Manufacturer, Retailer &
Consumer Value
Propositions
Inaccurate Test Protocol
& Specifications (lack of
real world paired laundry
specification)

Table 5 – Risks & Mitigation

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

New: Support the
development of new
combined washer/dryer
efficiency rating and labeling

• Gas dryers are
included in the revised
laundry specification

Ongoing: Continue to
socialize gas dryer
specification with utilities
outside of the Northwest to
garner support

• One manufacturer
agrees to participate
in a project related to
product development
support
• 1-2 utilities agree to
co-fund a project
related to
manufacturer product
development support

Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

If no manufacturers are interested in
gas product development, then the
opportunity for influencing the market
will diminish / stall.
If CEE and other energy efficiency
organizations do not advocate for the
advancement of dryer standards and
test procedures, then the product
category efficiency will stall.

Reallocate 2019 budget.

Use specification to drive cohesive
message to manufacturers.
Accept the risk.

Without larger market support for
improved standards and test
procedures, advancements in the
product category will stall, resulting
in no energy savings for funders.

Look for additional market partners
who are willing to advocate for the
advancement of dryer standards and
test procedures.
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Motor-Driven Products Group
EXTENDED MOTOR PRODUCTS (XMP)
Executive Summary - The Extended Motor Products (XMP) program will accelerate the adoption of more efficient
motor driven products, such as pumps, fans, and compressors, in end markets with significant savings potential. At the
onset, XMP will support better selections of motor driven packaged pump systems in Commercial and Industrial
applications of 50 horsepower (hp) and below. In 2019, the XMP program will continue its market and product
assessment work on pumps 50hp and below in three key areas:

1. Market characterization and baseline – concluding this market research project will inform the program’s
understanding of market barriers, and of the starting point from which to begin market interventions.
2. Pumps Energy Savings Research – this comprehensive study of pumps energy use and efficiency will validate energy
savings estimates, and move the current unit energy savings measures from “planning” to “proven” for pumps and
circulators with a goal of RTF approval by year end 2019.
3. Work with a limited number of Northwest distributors to understand how distributors could provide a focused
intervention point the region can leverage to shift the sales mix toward efficient pumps and circulators 50hp and
below, and to inform the program of the stock and sales flow in the pumps and circulators market.
Table 1 - Program Overview

Ultimate Desired Outcome
for Sustained Market
Change
Program Status
Key Accomplishments
to date

Table 2 – Benefit & Value

Benefit/Cost Ratio on
20-year savings
forecast
Energy Savings
(aMW)
Additional Value
Delivery

Drive awareness, stocking and sales of efficient motor driven products, initially
focusing on pumps, and influence federal standards over time.
Currently in the Market/Product Assessment phase after receiving Initiative Start
approval from the Regional Portfolio Advisory Committee in Q1 2018. Preparing for
Product Readiness Approval milestone, expected in 2020.
• Hydraulic Institute Energy Rating Label and test standard, based on US DOE
federal standard and metric, are in place and making it possible for market actors
to simply compare the relative energy efficiency of pumps below 50hp
• Pump manufacturers are getting their labs accredited and products labelled but
more progress is needed
• Pumps research study to validate savings estimates through primary data
collection is underway
• Educational video on PEI label is underway

TBD – This program is in early development.

Program is in development and annualized forecast is still uncertain. 20-year total regional
savings potential is 65-100 aMW.
Deemed measure development for circulator pumps and clean water pumps
Continued development and leverage of assets of existing Distributor Platform for regional
advantage
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Extended Motor Products

2018 Forecast

2019
Budget

Table 3 – Budget

Annual Expense

Key Assumptions
Driving Budget
Estimates

$349,000

Variance Explanation

$750,000

Ramping up on activities to inform program design
and development in 2019, and then further rampup in 2020 to gain traction with distributors.
Expect to obtain $100,000 of funding from PG&E to support the Pumps Research Plan (not
reflected in budget above, as funding is not yet secured). To further offset research costs,
seeking additional extra-regional utility funding, as well as funding from Hydraulic
Institute.
Plan to work with a minimum of four Northwest pump distributors on data sharing and
support for shifting their sales mix toward efficient packaged pump systems. Focused
mostly in the Commercial market and potentially the Agriculture market. Leverage of the
Distributor Platform (including lessons learned, relationships and processes) will reduce
start-up costs for the distributor engagement and influence.
As agreements are not yet in place with distributors, the scope and incentives have not yet
been set. This is an activity in the budget with the greatest unknown, and risk of variance
through the year.
Market characterization and baseline study, included in the budget above, will be
complete by 2019.

Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Validate energy savings
estimates

Barriers Addressed
•
•

Establish baseline level
of pumps energy
efficiency

Lack of deemed
savings and/or
verifiable savings
Small individual
savings amount per
product,
challenging market
intervention

Lack of full category
data of pumps sold
through distribution
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Key 2019 Activities

• Complete gathering of existing
pumps data and new field data
per the Pumps Research Plan
• Seek opportunities to partner
with local utilities and their
customers to deploy both field
metering and smart pumps as
opportunities allow
• Support Regional Technical
Forum process for moving from
planned to proven deemed
savings measure development
for pumps and circulators
Survey pump distributors and obtain
data from them on their current
sales mix

Key Success Metrics
•

Results of the
alliance’s regional
pumps research study
validate energy
savings estimates for
C&I pumps and
circulators

Market characterization
and baseline research
completed
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Extended Motor Products

2019 Goals

Establish and maintain
participation with at
least four Northwest
pump distributors to
test the viability of the
XMP market shift
concept

Barriers Addressed
•
•
•

Distributors do not
stock efficient
pump systems
Distributors do not
promote efficient
pump systems
Pump buyers
select on low first
cost without
lifecycle cost
analysis

Table 5 – Risks & Mitigation

Key 2019 Activities
•

•

•

Data sharing and analysis
providing valuable aggregated
insights to the market and
regional stakeholders
Provide support for shifting the
stocking and sales mix for
participating distributors toward
efficient pumps
Sales desk and customer
education, training and
marketing support to raise
awareness of value proposition
beyond low-first-cost

Key Success Metrics
•

•

Four signed
distributor
participation
agreements enabling
data access
Demonstrate leverage
of Distributor
Platform

Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

If alliance incentive dollars do not
result in access to full category
pump sales data from distributors,
then XMP would have significant
measurement and savings reporting
challenges

Lack of participation in data sharing by
distributors would result in not having
the data needed for regional market
transformation intervention and
savings capture

Leverage Distributor Platform, data
services and NEEA’s Market
Intelligence group to make
participation in data sharing simple,
secure and mutually beneficial for
participating distributors

If alliance distributor incentives and
data sharing participation does not
result in market uptake, then the
program will need to find another
distributor strategy or a completely
different strategy to move the
market

Lack of traction with distributors on
shifting the pumps market would result
in less need for distributor incentives

Work collaboratively with
Northwest utilities and market
actors such as the distribution
channel and the OEMs to design,
test, and remain coordinated on
downstream/midstream incentives
for pumps and circulators

If program’s Pumps Research Plan
does not result in deemed savings
measures, then the concept of a
distributor intervention to shift the
Northwest pump sales mix toward
efficient pumps may not be viable

The current planning measures sets for
pumps and circulators would expire in
2019 and 2020 with no deemed savings
measures coming in place behind
them, and the funder pump energy
efficiency efforts would remain
sluggish and focused more on pump
custom measures

Running Pumps Research Plan
project in a collaborative fashion
with funder, industry, and research
stakeholders participating in the
XMP Technical Workgroup
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HVAC Product Group
DUCTLESS HEAT PUMPS
Executive Summary - In 2019, the Ductless Heat Pump program will make a final push to reach the initiative’s
target market, while also gaining regional consensus on transitioning the program into Long Term Monitoring and
Tracking. After two years of single-digit and diminishing market growth in single-family zonally heated homes, 2017 saw
17 percent growth in sales and the supply chain anticipates continued strong overall market adoption. Demand for
cooling appears to be driving increased consumer adoption. Overall, regional installation costs continue to rise and
regional savings have continued to diminish without clear paths remaining for the alliance to influence market adoption.
Manufacturers, distributors, installers and utilities all have active market presence through trainings, quality assurance,
installer certification programs and promotions. Finally, some funders have signaled their readiness for the alliance to
exit this market.
Table 1 - Program Overview

Ultimate Desired
Outcome for
Sustained Market
Change

Accelerate the adoption of inverter-driven ductless heat pumps (DHPs) in electrically
heated homes by building product distribution channels, market capacity and consumer
demand for DHPs.

Program Status

Market Development; Team will evaluate the readiness to move through Transition
Complete milestone in 2020 with the workgroup

Key Accomplishments
to date

•
•
•
•
•

Table 2 – Benefit & Value
Benefit/Cost Ratio on
20-year savings forecast
Energy Savings (aMW)
2019 Est
2015-2019 Est
2020-2024 Est
Additional Value
Delivery

Strong year-over-year growth in regional sales - Achieved 11.3% average single family
zonal and 24% average total market (2012-2016)
Strong supply chain presence and regional support – Currently, there are 21 regional
training centers; 3-5 regional manufacturer-led promotions/year; 10 or more annual
regional installer meetings hosted by at least three different manufacturers
Well-trained installers including DHPs in their offerings – Approximately 1,100
installers have participated in program orientations and there are more than 130
Master Installers; funder requests for alliance quality assurance visits ended 2014
Strong funder program and product support – Approx. 109 funder programs; funderled installer networks; funder-led promotions
High customer satisfaction - 95% overall customer satisfaction rate according to the
most recent Market Research and Evaluation Report

1.1
Total Regional
Co-Created
Business Plan Target
Forecast
Business Plan Target
Forecast
n/a
4.8-6.2
n/a
3.0-3.8
22
21.5-22.9
17.5
14.6-15.5
45
28.9-39.2
23.7
14.6-19.7
Research and Data – Regional insights into average installation costs and price trends;
cost drivers, market share; Full category HVAC data to inform future HVAC program
development or expansion in the region.
Customer engagement opportunities with installer, distributor and manufacturer events
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Ductless Heat Pumps
Table 3 – Budget

2018 Forecast

2019 Budget

Annual Expense

$1,194,000

$1,012,000

Key Assumptions
Driving Budget
Estimates

•
•
•
•

Reach homes right for
1:1 displacement with
education and tools for
affordable purchase

N/A

•
•
•
•
•

Program investment will be reduced to prepare for
Long-term Monitoring and Tracking in 2020

Consumer awareness marketing efforts will target consumers in homes with high
likelihood of being a good fit for single-head displacement, based on marketing research
Field and lab testing budget assumes labs will be contracted to perform new testing and
rating procedure work
Continued strong support for the supply chain
$90,000 allocated for Market Research and Evaluation Report #8; which will include
recommendations for transition readiness ($10k to be spent in 2018 and $80k in 2019)

Table 4 – Goals & Activities
2019 Goals
Barriers Addressed
Prepare for transitioning
program to Long-term
Monitoring and Tracking

Variance Explanation

Inadequate consumer
awareness/target
market awareness
Failing utility cost
effectiveness test
High first cost
No trigger event
Not easy to purchase
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Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

New:
• Pending MPER #8
outcomes, NEEA staff will
work with funders and
supply chain partners to
identify process and timing
to transition to market

•

Ongoing:
• Improve consumer-facing
education materials on
goingductless.com
• Deliver targeted marketing
efforts to drive consumers
to goingductless.com
content educating
consumers about 1:1
displacement
• Support market-led
partnerships with adjacent
trades and learning more
about barriers and
opportunities
• Support community-based
organizations interested in
providing DHPs for
consumers in the target
homes

•

•

•
•

•

•

Program elements
taken over by supply
chain partners
Program elements
deemed complete by
funders
20% year-over-year
(YoY) increase in single
head rebated installs
YoY regional average
cost of rebated installs
decreases
Increase in traffic to
goingductless.com
consumer pages,
increase time on site.
HVAC installers report
increase in adjacent
trades recommending
DHPs
Community-based
organizations report
recommending DHPs
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Ductless Heat Pumps
2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Advance market &
funder acceptance of
new load-based
performance testing
rating system (new
metric is the seasonal
COP)

Inadequate performance
metrics and specifications

•

Track market progress

All barriers identified in the
logic model

Ongoing:
• Educate regional and extraregional supply chain,
funders and RTF on new
performance rating system
• Work with willing
manufacturers to evaluate
procedure and test products
• Work with funders and
extra-regional utilities and
efficiency organizations to
adopt new rating system as
voluntary or mandatory
New: Deliver Market Progress
Evaluation Report (MPER) #8

•

RTF-approved planning
level measures for
HVAC equipment
based on new rating
metric
Provide RTF and
funders with a top-tier
qualified products list
based on the new
rating metric

Delivery of report by end
of Q3 2019

Table 5 – Risks & Mitigations
Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

If exiting the target market activity
too soon

Market saturation rates will stagnate
and may diminish potential to realize
full regional savings targets

Annual evaluation. Contingency: Extend
activities in the target market into
potential future Residential HVAC
program

If there is lack of alignment for
proposed activities from
stakeholders and regional partners

Then the program may not be able to
conduct proposed activities for 2019
and will not improve on key success
metrics

Conduct calls and in-person meetings with
funders to obtain input on approach; may
reduce program activity until future HVAC
program is designed and approved

Savings are reduced

Funders are no longer able to
support a DHP program; adoption
wanes due to high first cost; regional
savings are not achieved

Document drivers of savings reductions
and opportunities; Support opportunities
for program design focused on highest
savings applications

New regional data collection
approach (in agreement with BPA)
does not yield regional sales data
due to unwilling distributors

Program does not have sales data on
which to calculate savings

Program will offer increased incentives for
participation in 2019; Could shift tactics to
go back to DHP-specific data and rely on
utilities for direct data input

Variable Capacity Heat Pump
(VCHP) lab testing is delayed

Few or no products will be tested,
delaying the alliance’s ability to
socialize the merits of a new test
procedure and metric

Will need 2020 budget to continue work

Manufacturers and other market,
efficiency, funder and regulatory
partners do not recognize the new
VCHP test procedure

New testing and rating procedure will
lag in adoption

Extend alliance investment in initial tests
to seed the market
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE HVAC
Executive Summary - The High-Performance HVAC program aims to transform the HVAC market in the Northwest

by accelerating the adoption of high-efficiency HVAC systems and components, resulting in substantial energy and nonenergy benefits throughout the region. At the onset, the High-Performance HVAC program will focus on Very High
Efficiency Dedicated Outside Air Systems (VHE DOAS) in the commercial sector. While common in other parts of the
world, VHE DOAS is a new HVAC system configuration to North America with less than 15 installations in the Northwest.
However, results from alliance pilot projects indicate whole building savings of 40 percent or greater and HVAC savings
of 60 percent or greater when compared to code minimum equipment, and actual savings achieved are higher. The very
high efficiency heat recovery ventilator (HRV) technology that enables this system became available in North America in
2016, and there is currently one manufacturer that has product which meets NEEA’s specification.
In 2019, the High-Performance HVAC program is focusing on characterizing the market, understanding target audiences,
developing collateral to demonstrate system capabilities and business case, addressing the lack of education and
experience specifying and installing this system, and encouraging additional HRV manufacturers to enter the North
American market. The program will do this through limited targeted engagement, and will use the findings/learnings to
inform program design and strategy development.
Table 1 - Program Overview
Ultimate Desired
The program’s first technology, Very High Efficiency Dedicated Outside Air Systems (VHE DOAS) is
Outcome for
common practice for energy efficiency and indoor air quality performance throughout the
Sustained Market Northwest in existing and new small and medium commercial buildings.
Change
Program Status
Current phase: Market/Product Assessment
Next milestone: Product Readiness Approval (PRA), tentatively scheduled for Q3 2019
Key
Accomplishments
to date

• Partnered to bring first high-efficiency HRV product line to North America
• Created VHE DOAS specification and design guidelines
• Recruited nine pilot projects in various building types, six of which are complete or undergoing
final analysis, with the remainder to be completed by mid-2019
• Validated average of 40% or greater whole building and 60% HVAC energy savings over code
minimum RTU

Table 2 – Benefit & Value

Benefit/Cost Ratio on 20-year savings forecast
Energy Savings
(aMW)
Additional Value
Delivery

TBD – This program is in early development.

Program is in development and annualized forecast is still uncertain. 20-year total regional savings
potential is 15-130 aMW.
Enable Path to Code: Conduct market interventions that will enable and inform Commercial Code
Enhancement (CCE) initiative to influence future codes.
Maximize Efficiencies: Coordinating with other alliance programs – Natural Gas Condensing HVAC
Rooftop Units, BetterBricks, Ductless Heat Pumps, Strategic Energy Management and Commercial
Real Estate to leverage existing work and collaborate where applicable.
Customer & Supply chain engagement opportunities: Trainings, pilots, and incentive opportunities
for funders.
Research and Data: Provide data and market intelligence on HVAC industry to help inform funder
outreach activities and program design.
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High Performance HVAC

2018
Forecast

Table 3 – Budget

Annual Expense

Key
Assumptions
Driving Budget
Estimates

•
•
•
•

2019 Budget

Variance Explanation

Program transitioned to Market/Product Assessment phase in
$346,000
$635,000
Q2 2018, followed by period of internal planning and then ramp
up on initial contracts and overall spend through market testing
phase.
Continued monitoring and final analysis/reporting on remaining pilot projects
Technical assistance and incentives to encourage VHE DOAS installations and support
associated data collection efforts
Development of strategy and plan to encourage qualifying HRV product lines
Targeted awareness-building and training efforts in the market to test outreach channels,
messaging, and leverage points

Tale 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Engage targeted
supply chain and
commercial
building
community to
build awareness
and confirm
barriers and
drivers

•
•
•
•

Lack of data and
market awareness
High cost (first
and perceived)
Entrenched status
quo/ business as
usual
Lack of experience
designing and
selling VHE DOAS

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Ongoing:

•

Deliver 2-4 training
sessions to targeted
innovators in supply
chain

•

Develop content for
and deliver 3-5
awareness-building
sessions with
targeted professional
organizations (e.g.
Seattle 2030,
Industrial Facility
Management
Association) on
system benefits

•

Engage 10-15 firms
(architects,
engineers,
distributors,
contractors) from
broader market to
develop relationships
based on Market
Channel
Development Plan
findings

•

Identify and educate select early
innovators in the market using initial
collateral and tools (e.g. design/build
specification, system flyer, case studies
and design guides, etc.) developed based
on early pilot project findings

•

Use cost/benefit analysis work to
illustrate relative value of installing VHE
DOAS vs lower efficiency systems to
funders and market

•

Utilize the alliance’s BetterBricks site as
platform for program-developed
collateral and market partner resources

Support development of sales and design
tool for supply chain
New:
•
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•

Conduct Phase 2 of Market
Characterization to identify and test
options to best leverage market actor
relationships

•

Conduct target audience research to test
messaging and delivery channels

•

Develop and execute broader Market
Channel Development plan based on
market intelligence gained from 2018/
early 2019 work with market innovators
to inform market test
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High Performance HVAC

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Support
additional VHE
DOAS installations
in the Northwest
to gather data and
inform program
design

•
•
•

•

Encourage
additional
qualifying HRV
product lines

•
•

Lack of experience
designing and
selling VHE DOAS
Lack of data and
market awareness
Entrenched status
quo/ business as
usual
High cost (first
and perceived)

Limited product
availability
High cost (first
and perceived)

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Ongoing:
• Provide technical support to funder
partners who identify potential projects
through initial vetting and assistance
during the design and installation
• Coordinate with funders to assist in data
collection, etc. to enable funder
incentives for qualifying systems
• Support innovative vertical ‘teams’ that
promote, specify and install qualifying
systems
• Collect data to support validation of
product, savings and assumptions
New:
• Identify and reach out to potential
partner HRV manufacturers to better
understand their barriers and
motivations associated with producing a
high efficiency product line
• Develop value proposition and execute
strategy to encourage qualifying HRV
product lines

3-6 VHE DOAS projects
that result from allianceassisted efforts

Engage one to three HRV
manufacturers to discuss
their product roadmap,
challenges and next steps
toward development of a
qualifying HRV

Table 5 – Risks & Mitigations

Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

If there are few new VHE DOAS
installations, then there will be less
opportunity to gather additional data
and market intelligence

Additional funds will be
needed for marketing and
implementation strategies
to generate interest/installs

•

If there is no interest from HRV
manufacturers, then there will be a
delay in availability of additional
qualifying HRVs

More resources and funds
will be needed to further
research barriers/incentives
and to develop value
proposition

•

•

•
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Work with Ventacity and their supply chain
allies to provide support by:
o Creating vertical teams that
promote, specify and install
qualifying systems
o Potentially provide incentives
where necessary
Use Market Characterization and other
intelligence/research to create a targeted
list of HRV manufacturer partners
Develop value proposition:
o Encourage sales of qualifying
systems to illustrate early
successes
o Gather relevant data to contribute
to business case
Work with other organizations and utilities
outside of Northwest who are interested in
promoting this system to increase leverage
and share data and resources to maximize
efficiencies
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Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

If no progress is made on research for
high efficiency gas heated systems
that meet the VHE DOAS specification,
then electric funders may lose interest
due to predominance of gas-heated
systems in region

More resources would be
needed to better refine the
small percentage of the
region that is currently
electrically heated and
overall savings potential
would be on the lowest end
of predictions

•
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•

Work with gas team to ensure that plan
and timeline are developed to explore gas
technologies
Continue development of value proposition
for electrically heated systems to ensure
that savings proposition is attractive
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CONDENSING ROOFTOP UNITS (GAS)
Executive Summary - Condensing Rooftop Units (RTUs) are currently available in the market from small

manufacturers. However, almost all units are custom built and therefore more expensive than a typical off-the-shelf gas
pack. HVAC supply chain members are likely aware of the product and technology, but lack the details around
installation nuances, product payback and other benefits to actively promote the products. There is strong funder and
gas industry interest in condensing products, but uptake is minimal due to the previously-mentioned factors. In 2019,
the program will respond to these barriers and market drivers by developing market tools and resources to increase the
capability of the HVAC supply chain and assist funder programs. In addition, the program will ramp up manufacturer
engagement and national partnership development to encourage the development of an off-the-shelf condensing RTU
that meets the alliance’s specification.
Table 1 - Program Overview

Ultimate Desired
Outcome for
Sustained Market
Change
Program Status
Key Accomplishments
to date

Table 2 – Benefit & Value

Benefit/Cost Ratio on
20-year savings
forecast
Energy Savings
(annual therms)
Additional Value
Delivery

Northwest commercial building owners and managers install condensing rooftop units as
standard practice and ultimately, the federal minimum efficiency level is set at 90%
efficiency for furnaces used in commercial rooftop applications by 2032.
The program is currently in the Market and Product Assessment phase of NEEA’s initiative
lifecycle. The team plans to move the program into the next phase of the lifecycle in 2020
or 2021.
• Completed four-unit demonstration project, validating product energy savings;
currently implementing another four-unit demonstration to validate product
performance
• Developed three program strategies to remove known product barriers
• Refined Canadian Standards Association (CSA) commercial gas furnace test procedure
and developed modeling to differentiate existing products from an energy efficiency
perspective
• Launched market channel development efforts to gather preliminary feedback to
inform strategy and future market efforts

TBD – NEEA staff are currently engaging stakeholders via a work group to determine our
approach to measuring cost effectiveness. Costs and benefits of this program will also be
refined as it progresses towards Market Development.
Program is in development so annualized forecast is still uncertain. 20-year total regional
savings potential is 8MM-60MM annual therms.
Funder Customer Engagement – The program will enable a new gas product offering for
funder commercial HVAC programs to provide to their customers.
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Condensing Rooftop Units
Table 4 – Budget

2018 Forecast

2019 Budget

$757,622

$700,000

Annual Expense
Key Assumptions Driving
Budget Estimates

Variance Explanation

There is interest from national or bi-national utility partners and/or efficiency
organizations to align on product requirements and parameters around co-funding
product development.
The current field test validates product performance and energy savings.
There is manufacturer interest in strategic partnerships regarding product
development and/or promotion of existing products.
No significant data acquisition costs and BPA HVAC data efforts are fruitful.

Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Increase capability of
HVAC supply chain,
funders and extraregional utilities to
promote and specify
condensing RTUs for
commercial buildings

•
•

Complete multi-unit
field test validating
measured product
performance is in line
with manufacturers
stated performance

•
•

•
•
•

Lack of awareness
Not recommended by
HVAC supply chain
Market unaware of
value proposition
Not an option in
building codes

Lack of awareness
Market unaware of
value proposition
Not recommended by
HVAC supply chain
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Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

New:
• Develop and distribute
market guidance on how to
utilize condensing RTUs
within existing code
infrastructure
• Research and develop
market actor profiles to
inform development of
value propositions and
appropriate messaging that
resonates with each
market actor and resource
needs to support market
actor adoption
• Develop formal, third
party-vetted condensate
management best
practices

•

Ongoing: Utilize the alliance’s
existing BetterBricks platform
for program-developed
collateral and market partner
resources
Ongoing:
• Complete successful multiunit field test
• Develop value proposition
based on all associated

•

•

•
•

Condensate
management best
practices document
utilized/adopted by a
national entity
One to two market
partners promote
developed collateral in
their communications
1,000-page views and
100 resource
downloads on
condensing RTU page
on the alliance’s
BetterBricks website

Publish final report on
neea.org
Distribute report to 1015 market partners
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2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Identify alternative
commercial HVAC
products / solutions for
program consideration
to mitigate condensing
product risk

Risk mitigation

Influence
manufacturer(s) to
develop an off-the-shelf
condensing RTU that
meets the alliance’s
specification

•

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

condensing RTU costs and
measured energy savings
• Develop final field test
report and case studies
• Disseminate final report
information to utilities,
HVAC supply chain and
energy efficiency
organizations.
Ongoing: Complete and
maintain HVAC Product
Roadmap

•

New: Develop and implement
plan to investigate top 3-5
HVAC technologies from the
HVAC Product Roadmap

•

Low value proposition
for low outside air
applications
No product available
from major
manufacturer
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New:
• Solidify co-funding
partnerships to pool
resources, demonstrate
unified product support
and reduce risk
• Collaborate with original
equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) to understand their
product development
roadmap(s), demonstrate
business case and secure
product development
commitment
Ongoing:
• Engage with manufacturer
partners and potential cofunding partners to refine
specification

•

•
•

•

Develop and promote
three to four case
studies from field tests
Present results at one
to two conferences

Complete HVAC
Product Roadmap
evaluation and vetting
Identify one to two
additional HVAC
products with the best
Benefit/Cost ratio to
either replace or add
to the energy savings
proposed through
condensing alone
Secure support of one
to two manufacturers
with a signed Letter of
Intent which exhibits
their commitment to
move forward with
product development
activities
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Table 5 – Risks & Mitigations

Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

If the field-tested product(s) do
not demonstrate product
reliability or fail to meet
performance expectations, then
the alliance will lose confidence in
the product category.

Additional funds may be need for
more field testing, product lab
testing or product teardown
analysis. Current funds may also be
re-purposed toward investigating
alternative HVAC technologies.

• Assess potential performance
improvements and associated costs;
explore opportunities to accelerate
improvements
• Scan for, and identify alternative
commercial HVAC solutions

If manufacturer interest is
lackluster, then progress on the
program and overall product
category will be jeopardized.

Current budget includes small
amount ($75k) for manufacturer
incentives. Additional funds may be
necessary depending on partner
interest or manufacturer needs.

• Implement National Coalition Strategy
to bring cohesive and streamlined
market share push to manufacturers
• Garner co-funding partners to support
“golden carrot” incentive to
manufacturers
• Continue with well-established small
manufacturers to motivate large
manufacturers

If funders and extra-regional
utilities do not take steps to
incent the specification and
installation of condensing RTUs,
then program progress could stall
and manufacturer interest in
further product development and
cost reduction could wane.

Additional funds may be necessary
for upstream or midstream
incentives to promote the
installation of condensing RTUs.
Additional funds may be necessary
to support specific data needs for
funders to incorporate condensing
RTUs into their programs and/or
promote and train their trade ally
partners.

• Support development of funder
program supporting resources
including specific market actor value
proposition messaging, formalized
condensate management best
practices, payback scenarios, case
studies, etc.
• Continue program conversations with
funders in 2019 and refine activities
based on their needs.
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Lighting Product Group
LUMINAIRE LEVEL LIGHTING CONTROLS
Executive Summary - The Luminaire Level Lighting Controls (LLLC) program accelerates the adoption of LLLC

through specifications, manufacturer engagement, supply chain education and market awareness building targeted at
decision makers and influencers and integration with energy codes. To lower incremental cost to customers, in advance
of economies of scale eventually bringing down prices, the program will build upon the momentum of downstream
customer incentives that funders put into place in 2018 and will continue to support additional funders in launching
customer incentives. The program will also collaborate with funders and industry market partners to extend and
strengthen their promotional activities. Additionally, the program will focus in 2019 on: 1) providing training for
installers, designers and specifiers via partnerships with Design Lights Consortium and Lighting Design Lab; and, 2)
engaging sales channels (such as manufacturer representative agencies) to create more effective champions for LLLC in
the market.
Table 1 - Program Overview
Adoption of Luminaire Level Lighting Controls becomes standard practice for commercial
Ultimate Desired
buildings, as the majority of lighting products come with embedded sensors and controls as
Outcome for
the default option.
Sustained Market

Change
Program Status

Luminaire Level Lighting Controls passed through Product Readiness Approval in June 2017.
Scale-up Approval is targeted for Q1 2019.

Key Accomplishments
to date

• Availability of qualified product is strong and continuously increasing
• Approval of energy savings by RTF, helping to support funders in offering downstream
incentives
• Incorporation in Washington Code and IECC 2018 national code base
• In collaboration with funders, 43 trade allies trained in 2017 and over 100 in 2018

Table 2 – Benefit & Value

TBD – This program is in early development.
Benefit/Cost Ratio on 20year savings forecast
Energy Savings
Total Regional
Co-Created
(aMW)
Target
Forecast
Target
Forecast
n/a
0.0
n/a
0.0
2019 Est
6.6
0.0
3.7
0.0
2015-2019 Est
12.4
2.8 – 9.1
6.1
2.5 – 8.1
2020-2024 Est
The program is in pre-market development phase and the uncertainty is reflected in the range.
NOTES

An additional 2 – 7 aMW of Total Regional Savings could be compromised due to challenges
associated with collecting sales data. The program is developing strategies to address that risk
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Luminaire Level Lighting Controls

Additional Value
Delivery

Training to build controls installation capabilities and support trade ally engagement by funders
Increased opportunities for customer engagement by funders
Data and research on lighting controls for the region, including establishing RTF savings rate
Support for specification development resulting in reduced market confusion and a qualified
product list available to funder programs and the market
Provide common resources that funders can leverage in their programs and thus provide benefits
to trade allies working across service areas
Market development for LLLC also supports future Demand Response capabilities and programs

Table 3 – Budget

Annual Expense

Key Assumptions
Driving Budget
Estimates

2018 Forecast

2019 Budget

$530,000

$896,000

Variance Explanation

Scale-up Approval is targeted for Q1 2019
Data collection efforts will ramp up to full scale
Work with key supply chain market actors will ramp up
Marketing will ramp up as case studies are available and
as funder and market actor promotion increases
Marketing: Program marketing materials are utilized by funders to help bolster market
awareness. Leverage of partnerships with industry associations to raise awareness of the
product. Opportunities for promoting case studies will become available.
•
•
•
•

Training: Leverage of partner training efforts with Lighting Design Lab and Design Lights
Consortium and collaboration with funders to bring sufficient training to market to increase
awareness and acceptance.
Market Development: Modest, limited time SPIF for manufacturer representatives will be
sufficient to create champions that can influence multiple market actors. Plan to be developed.
Implementation & Management: Post scale-up a program implementer will be brought
onboard. Current estimates may differ from actual contract.
Data: Distributors will provide sales data with modest stipends added to existing Reduced
Wattage Lamp Replacement Contracts. Additional data collection through manufacturers or
agencies at little cost.

Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Educate lighting
installers, distributors,
lighting designers and
specifying lighting
engineers to increase
knowledge and
acceptance of LLLC in
the supply chain

Barriers Addressed
•
•

•

Lack of awareness
of value proposition
Lack of installation,
set up and
specification
capabilities
Higher cost of
contractor bids for
LLLC
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Key 2019 Activities

Ongoing:
• Collaborate with Lighting
Design Lab to bring two
differentiated tracks of
training to region for trade
allies, distributors, designers
and engineers

Key Success Metrics

At least 150 regional
market actors have been
trained on Luminaire
Level Lighting Controls via
either in person Lighting
Design Lab or online
Design Lights Consortium
networked lighting
controls training
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Luminaire Level Lighting Controls

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Engage manufacturer
representatives to aid
in fostering awareness,
acceptance and
adoption among
designers, engineers,
building
owners/managers

Lack of awareness of
customers, designers
and specifiers

Ongoing:
• Collaborate with
manufacturers to promote the
technology through their sales
channels
New:
• Develop and implement plan
to engage manufacturer
representative
• Develop marketing resources
targeted for use by
manufacturer representatives

Program engagement (per
plan to be developed) of
at least six manufacturer
representative agencies

Raise decision maker
awareness of
Luminaire Level
Lighting Controls
through funder
program support and
case studies

•
•

Ongoing:
• Develop additional marketing
resources to support funders
in promoting Luminaire Level
Lighting Controls to their
customers
• Develop and promote case
studies to trade publications
• Continue to bring research
findings to region to develop
and fine tune both alliance
and funder program efforts

By end of Q3, marketing
toolkit for funders in place
which includes at least
three case studies on
projects implemented
2018-2019

High first cost
Lack of customer
awareness of value
proposition

New:
• Develop plan to leverage
newly developed online trade
ally training from Design
Lights Consortium
• Develop marketing resources
to support education efforts
• Increase awareness and
knowledge of LLLC’s
incorporation in OR and WA
code

Table 5 – Risks & Mitigations

Key Risk Areas for
2019 Goals

If installers do not gain
comfort with the
technology and the set
up required, there will be
lost sales opportunity as

Potential Impact
•
•

Installers and other supply chain actors
will not recommend LLLC thus decreasing
market potential
Installations of LLLC will not yield full
energy savings potential due to poor set
up
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Mitigation/Contingency Plan
•
•

Continue program emphasis on
training of installers
Work with manufacturers to
encourage additional hands-on
support for early adopters
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Luminaire Level Lighting Controls

Key Risk Areas for
2019 Goals

well as lost energy saving
potential

If new strategy of
engagement of
manufacturer sales
agencies and
representatives does not
create champions for
Luminaire Level Lighting
Controls in the market,
delays in adoption will
create lost opportunity
for savings

If funders do not
aggressively promote
Luminaire Level Lighting
Controls, market
adoption will be slowed

Potential Impact
•

•

•

Increased budgetary spend may be
required to bolster education and
manufacturer engagement activities

•

Installation of LED fixtures without
integrated controls means a potential
lost opportunity for control savings for 12
or more years, until the fixture is
replaced

•

LED fixtures consume less energy
compared to traditional lighting fixtures
so that adding controls to an existing LED
fixture will not be cost effective (for
funders or end users); this may also
exacerbate first cost barrier

•

Implement multiple program
strategies simultaneously such as
training, marketing, case studies

•

Work with manufacturers to create
local champions for LLLC

•

If needed, increase budgetary spend
in next operations plan (2020) to
bolster marketing and engagement
activities and explore upstream
incentives
Continue engagement with funders
to provide support to enable
programs
Leverage Regional Strategic Market
Plan efforts around Advanced
Controls to provide additional tools
to funders to support incentive and
training programs
Implement education, training and
supply chain collaboration activities
in parallel with engaging with funders
If needed, explore further upstream
activities and incentives

Significant near and medium-term impact
to program savings estimates

•

A lesser focus by funders will delay
adoption and lead to continued
installation of LED fixtures without
integrated controls resulting in lost
opportunity and risk outlined above
Potential for significant near and
medium-term impact to program savings
estimates
Increased budget may be needed bolster
marketing and engagement activities to
fill the demand gap created by lower
than expected promotion by funders

•

Significant near-term impact to program
savings estimates.
Increased budgetary spend and
development of additional program
strategies may be necessary to attract
partners and obtain data

•

•

•
•
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Work with manufacturers to improve
out of box experience and encourage
increased product specific training
Support Next Generation Lighting
Systems competition efforts to bring
manufacturer attention to supply
chain challenges
Launch SPIF (or sales incentive) with
a few sales agencies, learn and adjust
strategies before further rollout

•

•

•

If unable to collect
market sales data under
the current data plan (via
distributors and others in
supply chain), program
energy savings reporting
will be diminished.

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

•

•
•

•

Continue to raise management
awareness to prioritize support for
Distributor Platform.
Continue to explore additional
sources of data including industry
associations, manufacturers and
manufacturer representatives.
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REDUCED WATTAGE LAMP REPLACEMENT
Executive Summary - The Reduced Wattage Lamp Replacement (RWLR) program works to transform the

fluorescent lamp replacement market so that low wattage T8 lamps displace 32W lamps as the market
standard. RWLR is also the first step in building the Distributor Platform that provides access to key supply
chain relationships, branch level sales data, and knowledge of distributor practices that can be leveraged for
other alliance and funder pilots and programs.
In 2019, the program will be entering its first year of long term monitoring and tracking (LTMT). The market
partner relationships developed with distributors through the program will continue to be leveraged in the
Distributor Platform to both, gather data for long-term monitoring and tracking, and continue market
transformation in energy-efficient lighting technologies through pilots in the region beginning in Q3 2018.
Table 1 - Program Overview

Ultimate Desired Outcome for
Sustained Market Change

Low wattage T8 lamps are the standard fluorescent product choice in the
market.
This program is scheduled to exit the market development phase of NEEA’s
initiative lifecycle and enter the long-term monitoring and tracking phase in
Q1 2019.

Program Status
Key Accomplishments to date

• The program achieved record high market penetration of 49% in Q2 2018
• Market share nationally ranges from 10-13% compared to 49% in the
Northwest with program participants
• For distributors achieving above 50% low watt sales, reports show that the
majority of their branches stock 60-70% low watt lamps

Table 2 – Benefit & Value

Benefit/Cost Ratio on 20-year savings forecast
Energy Savings
(aMW)

1.61

Total Regional

Co-Created

Business Plan Target

Forecast

Business Plan Target

Forecast

2019 Est

n/a

0.8-1.1

n/a

0.5-0.6

2015-2019 Est

27.0

4.1-4.7

24.3

1.8-2.2

2020-2024 Est

29.0

0.6-0.9

26.2

0.4-0.5

Additional Value
Delivery

Strong relationships with key distributors and lighting manufacturers continue to provide data
and an effective channel for additional future alliance and funder program implementation.
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Reduced Wattage Lamp Replacement

Table 3 - Budget

Annual Expense

Key
Assumptions
Driving Budget
Estimates

2018 Forecast
$1,480,000

2019 Budget
$175,000

Variance Explanation

Market activities cease by the end of 2018; the program
transitions to long-term monitoring and tracking in Q1
2019.

In 2018, incentive payouts are increasing as distributors are driving low watt lamp sales and
maximizing the availability of the market share bonuses until the end of the program.
In 2019, the program’s market activities will end. Ongoing evaluation costs will be reflected in
NEEA’s LTMT budget. Data collection to support the transition to LTMT in 2019 is estimated to be
$75K. In 2020 and beyond, the alliance’s goal is for the Distributor Platform to sustain
engagement with distributors through other programs and maintain data collection to support
long-term monitoring and tracking for the RWLR program. If data collection does not occur
through the Platform, there may be additional data collection costs in the 2020-24 business cycle.

Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Successfully
transition the
program to longterm monitoring and
tracking

N/A

Ongoing:
• Complete final market
progress and evaluation
report
• Update all required LTMT
documentation including
data management plan, final
logic model and key market
diffusion metrics
• Document and disseminate
key program lessons learned
and market transformation
strategies

•

Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

If the Distributor Platform does not have
uptake and data streams are not procured as
planned, then it will be increasingly difficult to
monitor the program’s impact on the market
over time and our savings forecast estimates
will be impacted in the short and long-term.

Current forecast for 2019 – 2020
(minimal savings in 2021 due to
the decline in overall market size,
annual T8 Linear Fluorescent
Lamp Sales):
2019: 0.99 aMW TRS, 0.60 CC
2020: 0.76 aMW TRS, 0.50 CC

LTMT Plan for RWLR could be
adapted to incorporate budget
for continued purchase of data
from distributors if it is not
available through the
Distributor Platform

Table 5 – Risks & Mitigation
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•

Transition complete to
LTMT in Q1
LTMT tracking and reporting
of savings is supported by
continued data collection
via the Distributor Platform
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New Construction Product Group
Commercial Code Enhancement
Executive Summary - The Commercial Code Enhancement (CCE) program works with funders and key code

stakeholders to identify future code proposals and align funder programs and market best practice with future code
changes. In 2019, CCE will continue to focus on improvements in building efficiency and work within established state
energy code collaboratives to prepare for future code cycles. Funder feedback will provide guidance on what future
code technologies and practices (also known as, measures) they are interested in incorporating into commercial new
construction incentive programs. CCE will support key code stakeholders, funders and the market, in staying ahead of
code and using market best practice to inform future code proposals.
Table 1 - Program Overview

Ultimate Desired Outcome
for Sustained Market
Change
Program Status
Key Accomplishments to
date

State roadmaps identify future code measures and the anticipated timeline for
adoption into code, along with funder programs and CCE market intervention
strategies that align with the state roadmaps.
CCE was approved for market development in 2017.
Three State Coordination Plans completed (ID,WA,OR)
Two WA proposals successfully approved by the Technical Advisory Group (TAG)
One Integrated Design Lab scanning report on emerging code ideas completed
for each state
Completed development of proposal data storage and roadmapping tool

•
•
•
•

Table 2 – Benefit & Value

Benefit/Cost Ratio on 20year savings forecast
Energy Savings (aMW)
Additional Value Delivery

Table 3 – Budget

Annual Expense
Key Assumptions Driving
Budget Estimates

TBD – This program is still in development.
Program is in development and annualized forecast is still uncertain. 20-year total
regional savings potential is 55-190 aMW.
CCE supports funder commercial new construction programs and convenes regional
discussion on the future of commercial new construction code.

2018 Forecast
$ 468,900

2019 Budget
$513,500

Variance Explanation

(program budget resides in NEEA’s Codes and
Standards cost center)
Planning efforts focus on preparing funders, key code stakeholders, and the
Architect/engineer/contractor community for future code cycles in each state (WA
– 2021, OR – 2021, ID – 2020, MT – 2020)
Technical budget (approx. $275k/year) will support deeper analysis and
investigation for future code measures and funder programs. Program
Management (approx. $60k/year), meeting facilitation and code insights from 3rd
party consultant; Marketing (approx. $60k/year), supporting CCE proposals
(educational material, demonstration project reports, training materials, etc.)
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Commercial Code Enhancement
Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Technologies/Practices
identified for Technology
and Practice Assessment

Lack of proof of
technical viability of
technologies and
practices

Ongoing:
• Review and select
technologies/practices
with state collaboratives
• Develop state road maps
• Complete Technology &
Practice Assessments of
selected
technologies/practices

Future code measures are
identified and supported
through CCE Market
Intervention Strategies

•

• 3-5 technologies or practices
selected per state and IECC
• State road maps, identifying
advanced technologies and
practices and forecasting
anticipated code adoption
• 3-5 funder programs that
include a
technology/practice
identified by CCE Program
for future code measures
• Deliverables from market
intervention strategies (case
studies, technical analysis,
marketing materials,
technical training, etc.)
• 3-5 technologies/practices
per state cycle supported
through CCE
• 3-5 of CCE potential code
proposals per cycle
• Architect/ Engineer/
Contractor community
understands and supports
technologies and practices
within CCE proposals during
code adoption

•

•
•

Lack of proof of
technical viability
of technology
and practices
Lack of proof of
affordability of
technology and
practices
Resistance to
change among
code officials
Business as usual
approach of
developers and
builders

Ongoing:
• Complete Technology and
Practice Assessments
• Determine what support
is needed to increase
awareness/adoption of
future code measures
• Coordinate training and
awareness activities with
funders
• Use audience research to
build awareness in the
Architect/ Engineering/
Contractor community
through educational and
awareness materials,
trainings and direct
outreach

Resistance to
change among
code officials
Business as usual
approach from
developers and
builders

Ongoing:
• Review
technologies/practices
with state collaboratives
• Conduct Technology and
Practice Assessments for
specific technologies
• Solicit feedback from key
code stakeholders, market
partners and funders on
the timing of future code
measures
New:
• Use roadmap tool

•

Ongoing:

•

Long-term code road map
for each state inform
long-term code and
funder planning

•

Funder programs align
with CCE code roadmaps

Opportunity to align
voluntary market

•
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•

Review of state roadmaps 23 times/year with each state
Future code measures
forecasted in code cycles

Funder programs that align
with code roadmaps
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Commercial Code Enhancement

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Key 2019 Activities

efforts with
state/funder goals

•
•

•

Table 5 – Risks & Mitigation

Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Chasing code cycles and
responding to only near- term code
changes

•

•

Key Success Metrics

Review future code
technologies and practices
with funders
Use CCE market
intervention strategies to
support funder program
planning
Share funder program
success around the region
to inform funder program
structure

CCE doesn’t have time to execute
longer term planning and market
intervention strategies with funders
and key code stakeholders
CCE doesn’t assess future long-term
proposals and road mapping

•

Alignment among state
collaboratives on roadmap
milestones and goals

Mitigation/Contingency Plan
Road map will identify short term
measures that CCE can support,
but also focuses on long-term
measures, funder coordination,
and future code cycles.

Code cycles are delayed and
happen later than anticipated

This would be a risk to the Codes program
but an opportunity for CCE to get out
ahead of current codes and mature best
practice in the market

Work with funders to offer
measures identified for short- term
code adoption in commercial new
construction incentive programs.
Delays in code adoption will
increase savings opportunity while
they are above code measures.

Measures are adopted sooner than
planned

Code savings result earlier; funder
program savings end earlier

Regular information tracking and
sharing with funders; identify longterm measures and be prepared to
move them up in the road map.
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MANUFACTURED HOMES
Executive Summary – The alliance is introducing NEEM+ into the Manufactured Homes market through upstream

incentives, retailer support, and funder incentives. Accelerating adoption in 2018/2019 will position the upper tiered
specification to become the new ENERGY STAR specification once the HUD code change happens. The alliance is working
with manufacturers and retailers to generate greater industry awareness and consumer demand for NEEM+ in 2019.
Three key manufacturers offering the NEEM+ specification at the beginning of 2019 will increase regional availability.
Retailer sales tools communicate the value of a NEEM home to homebuyers. Upstream alliance incentives along with
funder incentives will increase NEEM market share in the region.
Table 1 - Program Overview
At the end of 2019, NEEM+ will have proved to be a viable product in the market. Key
Ultimate Desired
indicators will include: key manufacturer and retailer participation, funder NEEM+
Outcome for
programs, and consumer demand.

Sustained Market
Change
Program Status

Key
Accomplishments to
date

The program is on a fast track and compressed the activities of Market & Product
Assessment, and Strategy Testing & Finalization. The program is expecting to reach the
Scale-Up milestone in 2019 before the alliance’s upstream incentive ends in 2020.
Next Milestone: SA in Q4 2019
• Eight NEEM+ demonstration homes completed
• Three manufacturers are under a Memorandum of Understanding to produce NEEM+
homes.
• Eight funders offering NEEM+ incentives

Table 2 – Benefit & Value

1.3-1.8
Benefit/Cost Ratio on 20-year savings forecast
Energy Savings
Total Regional
Co-Created
(aMW)
Target
Forecast
Target
Forecast
2019 Est
n/a
0.1
n/a
0.1
2015-2019 Est
n/a
0.1
n/a
0.1
2020-2024 Est
n/a
TBD
n/a
TBD
This program serves hard to reach markets and introduces a higher tiered
Additional Value Delivery
specification, preparing the market for a future HUD code change.

Forecast Comment:
Table 3 – Budget

Annual Expense
Key Assumptions Driving
Budget Estimates

Program is in development and annualized forecast is still uncertain. 20-year total
regional savings potential is 28 aMW.

2018 Forecast
$402,000

2019 Budget
$530,000

Variance Explanation

2019 is the last year with an upstream
incentive budget ($225k).
Program will focus on upstream incentives ($1,000/home) and marketing support
to drive adoption of NEEM 2.0 in 2018 and 2019.
NEEA will begin transitioning out of the program in 2020.
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Manufactured Homes
Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

10% market share of
NEEM 2.0 Homes

•
•

Four key
manufacturers
participating: mix
of corporate vs
independent;
• Key manufacturers
include:
Fleetwood, Palm
Harbor, Kit,
Marlette, Golden
West
• Identify champion
retailers and
demonstrate
NEEM 2.0 sales
success
• Retailers educate
homebuyers about
NEEM products
and present value
proposition
Leverage funder
programs to increase
incentive uptake and
consumer demand
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Limited product
availability
Knowledge/capabil
ity (of retailers)

Ongoing:
• Alliannce upstream incentive
• NEEM Marketing outreach
and support
• Funder program planning

•

100-200 NEEM+ homes
completed

Limited product
availability
Knowledge/
capability

Ongoing:
• Manufacturer
outreach/relationship building
• Increase demand for NEEM+
through retailer marketing
resources

•

Four Manufacturer MOUs
Signed
Manufacturers offer
NEEM+ products in 2020
without upstream alliance
incentive

Knowledge/
capability
Unclear value
proposition

Ongoing: Retailer outreach and
marketing collateral highlighting
the value of NEEM+

•

Higher first cost
Unclear value
proposition

New:
• Collect NEEM+ siting
information to match funder
incentives, where available
• Use siting data to engage
funders who do not offer a
NEEM+ incentive
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•

•

New: Track NEEM sales with
regional retailers to identify
outreach and engagement efforts

•
•
•

One major retailer for
each manufacturer
Retailers actively selling
NEEM+ products in major
Northwest markets

100-200 of NEEM+ homes
sold
25 funders offering
NEEM+ incentives
50% of NEEM+ homes
receive funder incentive
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Manufactured Homes
Table 5 – Risks & Mitigation

Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Low interest from retailers in
NEEM+

Reduced sales, reduced availability

Failure to get/keep key
manufacturers to offer NEEM+
homes

NEEM+ is not available at multiple
geographic locations and price points

Low homebuyer demand (sales) for
NEEM+
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Low market adoption; incentive
budget not used; low volume
jeopardizes manufacturer
participation.

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

Establish a plan to upgrade NEEM 1.1
pipeline homes to NEEM+ with no
additional charge to customer:
• Keeps NEEM+ in manufacturers
production through 2019 providing
experience with the specification and
an opportunity to gain buy-in;
• Increases the number of NEEM+
homes going to homebuyers and
word of mouth recommendation;
and,
• Increases retailer awareness of
NEEM+ and reinforces homebuyer
value proposition as a sales tool.
Work with market leading retailers to
develop marketing materials more
customized for their needs. Showcase
their success to other retailers.
Work individually with the manufacturers
to identify what would be needed to
keep their involvement and increase
their confidence in the product
specification. Use this information to
drive contingency actions.
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NEXT STEP HOMES
Executive Summary - In 2019, Next Step Homes will continue building on the accomplishments of 2018 by

expanding the number of funders participating in the Performance Path, increasing market support for funder
programs, and establishing pathways for data collected in the Axis database to be used for code engagement. Starting in
2019, Next Step Homes will also include natural gas funding. Participation and support of natural gas funders will allow
an expansion of Next Step Homes program efforts to more comprehensively address regional barriers (i.e., regional
alignment, opportunities for raters, etc.).
Table 1 - Program Overview
Increase market adoption of energy-efficient advanced building practices for new
Ultimate Desired
construction, single-family homes. Influence and accelerate future code adoption in each
Outcome for
state.

Sustained Market
Change
Program Status

Key
Accomplishments
to date

The Next Step Homes program is currently in the Strategy Testing and Finalization phase of
the Initiative Lifecycle. There is a possibility the program will reach the Scale Up Approval
milestone in 2019.
• Launched single-family Performance Path program – seven funder programs currently
participating
• Added data from voluntary home certification programs in the Northwest to facilitate
claiming savings from broader market activity
• Enhanced Performance Path tools (Axis database, incentive calculators, etc.) for greater
reliability and increased ease of use

Table 2 – Benefit & Value

0.7-1.2
Benefit/Cost Ratio on 20-year savings
forecast
Energy Savings
Total Regional
(aMW) (Therms
Business Plan
Forecast
savings estimate is
Target
under development)
n/a
1.7-2.7
2019 Est

Co-Created
Business Plan Target
Forecast
n/a

1.7-2.7

2015-2019 Est

13.0

8.8-9.8

7.5

8.8-9.8

2020-2024 Est

18.0

10.-17.9

3.2

10.0-17.9

Additional Value
Delivery

Alignment of modeling protocols to determine utility-grade energy savings.
Increased data streams on residential new construction for planning, code engagement and
better understanding of market and region.
Increased knowledge of advanced building practices and emerging technologies.

Table 3 – Budget

Annual Expense
Key Assumptions
Driving Budget
Estimates

2018 Forecast
$1,154,000

2019 Budget
$1,316,000

Variance Explanation

2019 Budget includes $400K in funding from NEEA’s natural gas business unit
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Next Step Homes
Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Increase funder
program participation
in Performance Path

Increase market
support for funder
programs

Barriers Addressed
•
•

•
•
•

Establish pathways for
data collected into Axis
to be used for code
engagement

Lack of regional
consistency
Unclear builder value
proposition

Lack of regional
consistency
Unclear Builder Value
Proposition
Builder knowledge
and experience

Limited, current, regional
data available for code
engagement activities and
support
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Key 2019 Activities

Ongoing:
• Continue to work with
funders and the RTF to help
learn about, launch and
improve Performance Path
programs
New:
• Build out alliance’s Better
Built Northwest (BBNW)
platform to
present/promote funder
programs
• Provide funder program
launch and awareness
support through expanded
funder toolkit (research,
messaging concepts,
segmentation, customer
insights, etc.)
Ongoing:
• Continue outreach to
raters/verifiers in area
• Home Efficiency Forum
2019
• Provide additional building
resources and tools
• Optimize usability and
value of Axis database, and
train market on its use.
Possibly integrate Axis with
BBNW.
New: Build out BBNW to
highlight and connect regional
market actors
Ongoing: `Quantify savings
opportunities from code
advancement by state
New: Identify home
certification programs that will
provide data to the alliance for
code engagement. Establish
pathways to continue process
to gather new above code
building data

Key Success Metrics
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Five new funder
programs in Performance
Path
200 new homes incented
in funder programs

Five new raters/verifiers
in region
Ten new raters/Verifiers
working in funder
programs
Three raters/Verifiers in
areas that did not have
raters/Verifiers
previously.

3 groups working with
data provided by the
alliance on code
engagement activities
Identify 3 additional
pathways to provide
value from data back to
groups and region
Identification of zero
additional energy savings
from increased code
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2019 Goals

Increased
coordination,
alignment and
consistency between
home certification
programs in the
Northwest; Establish
pathways for data
collected into Axis to
be used for code
engagement

•

•

•

Improve
understanding of
dual fuel
environment for
residential new
construction to
identify new
natural gas specific
efforts that
support the value
proposition for
natural gas
funding
Increased
coordination,
alignment and
consistency
amongst home
certification
programs in the
Northwest
Integrate natural
gas perspective
throughout
program, including
understanding of
market and
adjustments to
2019 and future
program activities.

Barriers Addressed
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Lack of regional
consistency
Limited, current,
regional data available
for code engagement
activities and support
Product (program)
awareness

Lack of regional
consistency
Limited, current,
regional data available
for code engagement
activities and support
Product (program)
awareness
Unclear builder value
proposition.
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Key 2019 Activities

Ongoing:
• Continue with local
government outreach to
connect with voluntary
home certification
programs
• Quantify savings
opportunities from code
advancement by state
New:
• Establish pathways to
continue process to gather
new above code building
data
New:
• Meet with natural gas
funders to understand their
existing programs and
collaboration
opportunities, needs and
goals
• Establish and begin market
research activities
Ongoing:
• Continue with local
government outreach to
connect with voluntary
home certification
programs

Key Success Metrics
•
•
•

•
•

•

10% increase in
participation in home
certification programs
10% increase in abovecode buildings
Identification of no
additional energy savings
from increased code

Meet with all Natural Gas
funders
Three new natural gas
funders involved in
Residential workgroup
meetings
Identify three new
natural gas-specific
efforts that support the
value proposition for
natural gas funding
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Table 5 – Risks & Mitigation

Next Step Homes

Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

Builders do not want to continue
to participate in existing funder
programs or join new funder
programs due to incomplete
understanding of value
proposition

Reduction in funder support for
Performance Path, energy savings
realized and flow of residential data
for code engagement.

Provide builder/Rater support to
increase awareness of funder
incentives and overcome challenges
to participation

Residential new construction slows

Reduction in funder program
participation, energy savings realized
and flow of residential data for code
engagement. Fewer new homes being
built.

Continue/amplify the message to
builders that the value of
participating in a home certification
program provides valuable
differentiation amongst new homes.

Reduction/elimination of cost
effective energy savings from future
code adoption

Inability of program to remain cost
effective

Funder and alliance programs
challenged to identify cost-effective
energy savings due to code changes
Proactively update costs and benefits
as the market adjusts to new code.
Stay informed of new technologies
and building techniques that will
increase home efficiency at reduced
cost
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Water Heating Product Group
EFFICIENT GAS WATER HEATERS
Executive Summary
•

Pending Natural Gas Advisory Committee (NGAC) support, initial activities designed to increase adoption of
currently available efficient products will begin; with the goal of paving the way for gas heat pump water heater
(GHPWH) launch in 2020/2021.

•

Collaborating with utilities and energy efficiency organizations in North America, the program will work to drive
one major original equipment manufacturer (OEM) to commit to commercialize a GHPWH.

•

GHPWH will be integrated into the Advanced Water Heating Specification, providing manufacturers guidance so
that products are developed meeting the needs of customers in cooler, northern climates.

Table 1 - Program Overview
The Efficient Gas Water Heater program will work to develop the market for efficient gas water
Ultimate Desired
heating products, bring a gas heat pump water heater to market and ultimately influence the
Outcome for
Sustained Market passage of a federal standard requiring residential gas storage water heaters greater than 35
gallons to have a Uniform Energy Factor (UEF >1) by 2030.
Change

Program Status

The program is in the Concept & Opportunity Assessment phase of NEEA’s Initiative Lifecycle. It is
projected to advance to the next phase of the lifecycle, Initiative Start, and into the Market and
Product Assessment phase in 2019.

Key
Accomplishments
to date

•
•
•

Expanded program to include currently available efficient products, increasing awareness of
efficient technology and paving the way for GHPWH product launch.
Successfully demonstrated that GHPWH products can deliver consistant efficiencies at or
above target (UEF 1)
Collaborated with all major water heater OEM’s to increase awareness of GHPWH
technologies and increase interest in commercialization.

Table 2 – Benefit & Value
Benefit/Cost Ratio TBD – NEEA staff is currently engaging stakeholders via a work group to determine the program’s
on 20-year savings approach to measuring cost effectiveness. Costs and benefits of this program will also be refined
as it progresses towards Market Development.
forecast

Energy Savings
(annual therms)
Additional Value
Delivery

Program is in development and annualized forecast is still uncertain. 20-year total regional
savings potential is 13MM-100MM annual therms.

Infrastructure - Market interventions to increase EGWH adoption will support funder gas water
heater programs and provide funders with customer and/or trade ally engagement opportunities
including trainings, pilots and incentive opportunities.
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Efficient Gas Water Heaters

Table 3 – Budget

Annual Expense

Key Assumptions
Driving Budget
Estimates

2018 Forecast
$280,000

2019 Budget
$920,000

Variance Explanation
•

Initiation of new activities related to currently
available technologies.
• Increased efforts to drive development and
launch of GHPWH.
• Start of activities to increase adoption of currently available products and prime market
for GHPWH launch
• Ongoing efforts to accelerate development and launch of GHPWH, including:
o Lab & Field Testing of 1-2 products
o Coordination of and participation in a co-funded extra regional partnership
securing manufacturer commitment to launch a GHPWH by a specific date
o Ongoing scanning to identify additional technologies
• Continued collaboration with the alliance’s electric heat pump water heater initiative,
including leveraging data collection activities and shared market channel development
opportunities
Factors that could affect change:
• Determination that activities to increase adoption of currently available products are not
desired could significantly reduce associated budget
• Delays in GHPWH development and/or launch:
o Lab & Field testing could be delayed, causing budget to fluctuate:
 Increased activities needed to stimulate progress could increase budget
 Reduction in activities due to lack of available product/manufacturer
partnerships and/or limited production capabilities could decrease budget
o Co-funded utility/energy efficiency organization partnership budget assumes the
alliance will fund ~25% of a larger effort; if partner funding isn’t secured, program
funding could fluctuate or be delayed while additional funding is secured

Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Documented
agreement of at
least one major
OEM to
commercialize
GHPWH product

• Lack

Ongoing:
• Collaborate with OEMs to
understand their product
roadmaps, demonstrate
business case and secure
commercialization commitment
• Continue lab and field testing
to demonstrate product
evolution resolving issues
found in early prototypes

• Create/launch co-funded
partnership
• One major OEM
commitment to co-funded
partnership and
associated product launch
date
• Early indications that
product will have a simple
payback duration that is
less than the expected life

of commercialized
product – Secures
commitment to bring
product to market
• Lack of supply chain
interest in EGWHs – New
EGWH will give industry
something to rally around

New:
• Coordinate with national
partners to pool resources,
demonstrating unified product
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Efficient Gas Water Heaters

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

support and reducing risk (Cofunded partnership)
Interim product
intervention
defined and
initiated (pending
assessment)

Integrate GHPWH
into Advanced
Water Heating
Specification

• High cost of installation and
equipment – Incentives
could reduce costs
• Limited consumer
awareness of and demand
for this technology –
Marketing
collateral/campaigns and
installer education increase
awareness
• Lack of supply chain
interest in EGWH – Installer
education, upstream
incentives, marketing
collateral and/or campaigns
increase supply chain
interest
• Confirm product
performance and durability
of a commercialized
GHPWH – Specification
provides a framework for
quantifying and comparing
performance and durability
• Federal test
procedure/ENERGY STAR
rating system does not
support Northern Climate
Specification (NCS) for
electric or gas HPWHs –
Specification could be
leveraged to inform test
procedure/ratings
recommendations
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New:
• Potential activities include:
o Installer education
o Upstream product
incentives
o Marketing
collateral/campaigns
o Product development
o Code barrier removal
o Multi-family opportunity
evaluation

• Each supported interim
product has demonstrable
linkage to support GHPWH
development, launch
and/or adoption (Market
Transformation)
• Metrics will depend on
intervention strategy but
examples could include:
o Unit sales growth
o Increased awareness
o Modified
stocking/display
practices

New:
• Coordinate with NEEA staff on
electric HPWH program to
update the specification and
integrate GHPWH requirements
• Gather and align stakeholder
and market partner input and
support
• Release updated version of
specification

• Updated specification that
includes GHPWH
requirements

Ongoing (is being done by
electric program):
• Pursue specification adoption
by utilities and other energy
efficiency organizations across
North America
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Table 5 – Risks & Mitigations

Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

If GHPWH product
commercialization at currently
leading OEM is delayed or stopped,
then the program will have limited
opportunities to influence
commercialization.

•

If no interim products are identified
as viable market transformation
candidates, then the program will
have limited to no ability to engage
the supply chain and prime the
market for GHPWH launch.

•

•

•

•
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Mitigation/Contingency Plan

Program spending could
decrease significantly from
budget unless new/additional
opportunities are identified
Long-term goal of driving a
new standard in 2030 could
be jeopardized due to
delayed GHPWH adoption

•

Spending could change
significantly from budget if
funding is removed from
interim products or if
additional tactics are
required
Ability to accelerate early
adoption, awareness and
interest in GHPWH could
diminish
Funder programs for interim
products could be
jeopardized due to continued
issues related to low uptake
and/or cost-effectiveness

•

•
•
•

•

Continue engagement with and cofunding support for three emerging
technologies
Continuing partnership with
Rheem/SaltX
Perform ongoing scanning to identify
additional technologies
Drive multiple OEMs to evaluate/begin
commercialization of GHPWH
Explore multiple interim product
opportunities and a range of potential
activities
Collaborate with funders to identify
interventions that support incentive
program continuation
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COMBINATION SPACE AND WATER HEATING (COMBI) SYSTEMS
Executive Summary
•
•
•
•

Initial findings from two residential combination space and water heating system (combi) projects will begin
informing product launch strategy and timeline.
Planned testing/evaluation of up to three additional technologies intended to diversify product selection and
decrease risk.
Product assessment comparing commercial to residential combi system opportunities planned to provide insight
into strategy for next business cycle.
Codes and Standards team will begin developing test procedures that more accurately reflect heat pump combi
system performance.

Table 1 - Program Overview

Ultimate Desired
Outcome for Sustained
Market Change
Program Status
Key Accomplishments to
date

Table 2 – Benefit & Value

Benefit/Cost Ratio on 20year savings forecast
Energy Savings
(annual therms)

High efficiency gas combi products are adopted for both retrofit and new construction
markets. Combi system approach developed into new energy code proposals as an
alternative compliance path for new construction.
The program is in the Scanning & Concept Identification phase of NEEA’s initiative
lifecycle. The program will remain a primarily a scanning activity in the alliance’s next
Business Plan (2020-2024).
•

Conducted successful field tests with two combi products (one residential, one
commercial), demonstrating proof-of- concept and performance capabilities.

•

Partnered with Blue Mountain Energy and Oak Ridge National Labs supporting
accelerated commercialization project, leveraging $1.3M in Department of Energy
and other partner funding.

•

Released combi product characterization report, providing manufacturers key
information to support product development and launch strategies.

N/A – This program is scheduled to move to scanning in the alliance’s next business
plan (2020-2024).

Total Regional
Target
Forecast

2019 Est
2015-2019 Est
2020-2024 Est
Additional
Value
Delivery

Target

Co-Created
Forecast

n/a

0

n/a

n/a

n/a

0

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Because heat pump combi units are a technological advance in both space and
water heating technology, development activities will support advancement across
multiple product categories and drive commercialization of an array of products in
the future.
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Combination Space and Water Heating
Table 3 – Budget

Annual
Expense

Key
Assumptions
Driving
Budget
Estimates

2018 Forecast
$381,530

•
•

2019 Budget
$558,000

Variance Explanation

Up to three additional products are being tested to evaluate
performance and readiness to commercialize.
• Added assessment for comparing opportunities between
commercial and residential products.
• Added market development to build major Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) relationships and increase
awareness
Co-funding participation in lab and/or field testing for mTrigen, boostHEAT, Stone Mountain
Technologies Inc. (SMTI) and/or ThermoLift
Increased market development activities
•

Factors that could affect change:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Availability of boostHEAT product for testing (if unit unavailable, budget may decrease)
Third-party confirmation of initial ThermoLift performance data (if performance is not as
claimed, budget may decrease due to postponement of alliance involvement)
Development of downsized mTrigen product (if smaller unit delayed or not developed, budget
may decrease due to lack of product to test)
Go/no-go on continuation of Blue Mountain Energy (BME)/Oak Ridge National Laboratories
(ORNL) project (if project ceases, budget may decrease due to unused funding)
Findings from product assessment (budget may increase or decrease based on level and quantity
of opportunities identified)
Earlier than anticipated commercialization of SMTI product by a major OEM (budget may
increase to allow additional activities supporting product launch)
Less co-funding than anticipated (budget may decrease if activities are abandoned or increase if
activities warrant Northwest funding alone)

Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Drive progress
towards
residential
product
commercialization

•

•

•

Lack of commercialized
product – Secures
commitment to bring
product to market
Limited consumer
awareness of and demand
for this technology –
Component of product
launch will be increasing
consumer awareness
Lack of supply chain to
deliver combined system
– Component of product
launch will be educating/
developing capable supply
chain
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Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

New:
• Participate in BME/ORNL
project review and go/nogo decision
• Develop residential
Product Specification Sheet
– including target cost,
configuration, performance
and broad
commercialization timeline

•

Ongoing:
• Hold quarterly review
meetings to assess
progress and provide
guidance towards

•

•

Go vote on BME/ORNL
project, indicating unit
meets price and
performance targets and
is ready for field testing
SMTI/Trane/DOE
progress reports indicate
unit(s) meeting price and
performance targets and
are ready for field testing
Draft Product
Specification Sheet,
including target cost
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2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

achieving milestone
deliverables for the
SMTI/Trane/DOE project
Evaluate
opportunity –
residential as
compared to
commercial
application

•

•

•

Diversify product
portfolio for
alliance’s
engagement

•

•

Expanding pool of
major OEM’s
collaborating with
the alliance

•

•

Lack of commercialized
product – Identifies
currently commercialized
products and those close
to commercialization
Limited product
awareness and demand
for this technology –
Gauges awareness and
identifies opportunities to
increase
Lack of supply chain to
deliver combined system
– Identifies strengths,
gaps and opportunities in
supply chain
Lack of commercialized
product– Identifies
currently commercialized
products and those close
to commercialization
Lack of proven in-field
experience– Identifies
existing field performance
data and/or performs
testing to deliver new
data

Lack of commercialized
product – Collaboration
increases awareness and
drives OEM interest in
commercialization
Limited product
awareness and demand
for this technology –
Collaboration increases
awareness and drives
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New:
• Conduct product and
market assessment,
including:
o Identify/Refine
savings estimates
o Develop
opportunity
assessment
summary
• Review opportunity
assessment with Natural
Gas Advisory Committee
and determine next steps

•

Ongoing:
• Update or perform
assessments of additional
products, including:
o Risk management
assessment
o Product
performance
• Partner with other utilities
and energy efficiency
organizations to co-fund
development, lab and/or
field testing of above
products
• Install and monitor
replacement unit at Capitol
Manner pilot location
Ongoing:
• Establish key contacts at
OEMs

•

Begin engagement with
two additional product
developers and/or OEMs

•

Selection of desired OEM
partners
Engage 1-2 OEMs in
regular discussions
regarding GHP combi
products

New:
• Identify major OEMs with
greatest potential to
explore commercialization
of combi systems
• Initiate regular
communication to

•

•

Completion of
assessment and
identification of key
product opportunity
Agreement on path
forward (residential
combi, commercial
combi, both or neither)
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2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

•

OEM interest in
commercialization
Lack of supply chain to
deliver combined system Identifies strengths, gaps
and opportunities in
supply chain

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

demonstrate value of
collaboration with the
alliance and combi
business case

Table 5 – Risks & Mitigations

Key Risk Areas for 2019
Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

If any or all of the additional
products under consideration
encounter barriers or delays,
then there will be reduced
opportunities to accelerate
product development.

Budget could be significantly impacted –
decreasing if funding isn’t utilized because
products are not ready; increasing if program
needs to allocate additional resources to drive
product development and/or testing.

If program is unsuccessful at
engaging additional OEMs, then
lack of product diversity
increases risk of delayed
commercialization.
If program is unable to identify
near term value proposition for
combi products in either
residential or commercial
applications, then the budget
would decrease.

Delayed/decreased savings opportunity and
increased cost to bring on additional OEMs.

Rigorous engagement with
known technology developers,
ongoing product scanning, reexamine products currently on
market to find previously
unidentified opportunities
(Robur) or directly fund product
development (MTrigen)
Keep driving, leverage electric
contacts.
Hire contractor to cultivate
relationships.

Delayed/decreased savings opportunity.
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Reallocate funds to other
programs.
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HEAT PUMP WATER HEATERS
Executive Summary - In 2019, the Heat Pump Water Heater (HPWH) program will focus on deeper engagement

with the wholesale side of the supply chain to address barriers to installer adoption of HPWHs. Installer engagement
encompasses a broader strategy than past training efforts, and the program will work primarily with key account
installation companies. The program is focusing its efforts on a few high-potential companies, rather than casting a wide
net. This will allow the program to influence the influencers and push the supply chain to more rapidly adopt HPWHs.
Other critical items slated for 2019 include on-boarding more funder midstream programs to close the first-cost price
gap, finalizing the updated Advanced Water Heater Specification and driving the adoption of a federal standard for
HPWHs.
Table 1 - Program Overview
Influence the adoption of a federal standard Final Rule requiring HPWHs for all electric
Ultimate Desired
storage tanks 45 gallons or larger by 2023*. Make HPWH dominant technology for
Outcome for
electric water heating for tanks 45 gallons or greater.

Sustained Market
Change

* A federal standard Final Rule by 2023 would result in a new standards effective date
of 2028.

Program Status

HPWH program is in the Market Development phase. It is not expected to advance
through a milestone in 2019.

Key
Accomplishments
to date

• Top three manufacturers offering Tier 3 product
• Majority of Advanced Water Heater Specification included in CEE Program guide
• Nationally, Northwest is leader in HPWH sales (nearly 40,000), marketing, training,
etc.

Table 5 – Benefit & Value

1.7
Benefit/Cost Ratio on 20-year savings forecast
Energy Savings (aMW)
Total Regional
Business Plan Target
Forecast

2019 Est
2015-2019 Est
2020-2024 Est
Additional Value
Delivery

Co-Created
Business Plan
Forecast
Target

n/a

1.8-2.8

n/a

1.4-2.2

21.0

8.1-9.1

13.0

6.2-7.0

47.0
13.3-29.5
26.8
11.3-24.9
Infrastructure - Market interventions to increase HPWH adoption will support funder
HPWH programs and provide funders with training, marketing, and/or other
engagement opportunities.
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Heat Pump Water Heaters

2018 Forecast
$3,820,000

Table 6 – Budget

Annual Expense

2019 Budget
$2,675,000

Variance Explanation

Budget significantly decreased due to $200-$300
per unit incentives no longer being paid in 2019.
No longer paying per unit incentives for new construction HPWHs. Incentive budget
reduced by $1.5M.
Incentives will be structured to achieve goal of installer adoption and full category data
access.
• Distributor $40/unit will continue supporting distributor data sharing
• Distributor bonus incentive for increases in HPWH sales (similar to RWLR)
• Potential bonuses for key installer accounts – Estimated number of key accounts 12
– 25. Will work with funders, distributors, manufacturers to identify who to target.

Key Assumptions
Driving Budget
Estimates

Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Drive installer
adoption of
HPWHs through
targeted Key
Account strategy

Supply chain
resistant to install
HPWHs compared to
electric resistance
tanks

Ongoing:
• Company-wide trainings to ensure
widespread knowledge about
HPWHs
• Execute consumer awareness
tactics in market, driving demand
for HPWHs.
New:
• Change training scope to Installer
Engagement scope to provide
more cohesive strategy for supply
chain
• Tiered bonuses for branch sales &
key account incentives
• Address commission payment
structures for Key Accounts
• Higher touch marketing
consultation, including sales and
lead generation support

• Wholesale channel
sales/installations increase in
retrofit market (tracked through
distributor sales data and
evaluation)
• Installers committed to product,
understand benefits and present
HPWHs as the first-choice
replacement for electric water
heat customers
• Emergency replacement
installations of HPWHs increase
(tracked through evaluation)

Update
Advanced Water
Heater
Specification

Current federal
standard does not
adequately motivate
market actors to
recommend/install
most efficient
products

New:
• Updates will include details for
higher performance tiers; build
out split system testing
requirements to encompass
broader environmental zones
• Roll-out new test draw pattern
from learnings of the lab-to-field
study
• Detailed Integration of connected
elements in specification
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• Manufacturers and national
partners support the updated
Advanced Water Heater
Specification
• ENERGY STAR references or
adopts NEEA’s approach for
connected device elements
• More states and or utilities point
to NEEA Qualified Products List
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2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Key 2019 Activities
• Inclusion of Gas Heat Pump Water
Heater

Key Success Metrics
(QPL) and Advanced Water
Heater Specification
• Currently the following
utilities/entities have adopted
the Advanced Water Heater
Specification or point to parts of
the specification or qualified
products list - CEE, BC Hydro,
Fortis, Hydro-Quebec, Manitoba
Hydro, Natural Resources
Canada, Sacramento Municipal
Utility District, Palo Alto, Los
Angeles Department of Water
and Power, Pacific Gas &
Electric, Southern California
Edison, San Diego Gas & Electric,
Vermont Energy Investment
Corporation and Cities of
Boulder and Golden Colorado.
• More manufacturers self-fund
testing under the Advanced
Water Heater Specification

Increase breadth
and efficacy of
national
engagement
efforts to
strengthen
federal standards
case for adoption

Current federal
standard does not
adequately motivate
market actors to
recommend/install
most efficient
products

• Put HPWHs in code options tables,
using WA state tables as example
(HPWHs commonly chosen option)
• Complete air-to-water split system
HPWH test and rating procedure
(CSA Task Group); test and rate
available systems
• Create carbon reduction impact
calculator
• Targeted markets and OEM
events- perform market
collaboration in key markets
across the U.S.

• California Building Energy Code
Compliance continued support
of Advanced Water Heater
Specification/Qualified Product
List
• Air to water test and rating
included in the Advanced Water
Heater Specification water test
and rating included in the
Advanced Water Heater
Specification
• California Energy Commission
actively support the Advanced
Water Heater Specification
• Other States and Code officials
refer to the Advanced Water
Heater Specification

Keep
manufacturers
engaged/commit
ted to HPWHs

Limited market
adoption – HPWHs
continue to be a
niche; continue to
ensure product
availability

• Look for market disruptions to
spur competition and motivate
prioritizing HPWH sales
• Explore incorporating small
commercial HPWHs into program
including:

• Keep manufacturers engaged
with the technology
• Go/no-go decision on whether
to include small commercial
• Successful field test and case
study developed
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Heat Pump Water Heaters

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Advocate for a planning
measure with RTF
o Supply chain actor mapping
o Market characterization and
target segment
identification
• Explore mass deployment
opportunities:
o Demand Response – Drive
more acceptance of
Consumer Technology
Association (CTA) 2045,
enabling grid interactive
water heaters
o Non-profit partnerships
o Philanthropic capital
o Eco-districts bulk purchasing

• More markets rolling out mass
market deployments for load
reduction or demand response
applications

o

Table 7 – Risks & Mitigation

Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

HPWH sales remain flat year over
year (sales slump may be due to a
significant increase in the price of
50- gallon HPWHs resulted from
several circumstances, including
alliance per unit incentives ending,
tax credits ending and the federal
steel tariff).
Marketing opportunities limited or
eliminated

Flattening or decreasing sales
indicate issues with market
adoption and threaten federal
standards goal

• Continue to closely monitor sales
trends
• Move to a bonus/tiered incentive
structure
• Focus on key installation company
partners

Consumer awareness barrier,
which remains significant, is not
adequately addressed

Manufacturers lose interest and
commitment to technology

Manufacturer support is key to
product promotion, adoption,
continued viability of the
technology

Funder midstream programs not
launching as quickly as predicted to
alleviate first cost barrier; Consumer
Products Regional Strategy not
meeting funder sales goals

Decreased HPWH sales; decreased
manufacturer support of
product/region

Develop consumer awareness activities
in tandem with lead generation activities
in collaboration with supply chain and
funders.
Strongly encourage region to continue
incenting products and move to
midstream, work on supply chain
engagement, build consumer awareness
and continue national engagement.
Better understand barriers/limitations to
midstream programs and help funders
address barriers; build widespread
consumer awareness
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Cross-Cutting Infrastructure Programs
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE (CRE)
Executive Summary - The Commercial Real Estate (CRE) infrastructure program leverages strategic relationships to
deliver regional market resources to advance energy efficiency best practices and increase funder program participation
by the region's commercial real estate market. The program targets CRE building professionals, particularly property
managers and building owners. The program provides resources and tools, including the Spark Tool and CRE Hub, both
of which are accessed through the alliance’s BetterBricks website. In the current draft 2020-24 business plan, the CRE
program is not included in the portfolio. In 2019, the CRE program will transition its resources and relationships to the
BetterBricks platform. This will ensure continued leverage of its assets on behalf of the alliance’s commercial programs
to increase target market awareness and education, a key market transformation barrier that exists in nearly all
programs.
Table 1 - Program Overview
Ultimate Desired Outcome
for Sustained Market
Change

Advanced energy efficiency best practices and increased funder program participation
by the region's commercial real estate market.

Program Status

CRE is an optional infrastructure program and is expected to transition to its tools and
relationships to the BetterBricks platform by the end of 2019. By incorporating its assets
within BetterBricks, the CRE program will become part of a comprehensive platform for
market engagement that better serves target audiences, alliance programs and funder
programs.

Key Accomplishments
to date

• In 2017, the program launched CRE Hub, a tool which helps commercial real estate
professionals optimize searching the BetterBricks website
• The program has engaged with 105 buildings and their management through
participation in the City of Seattle’s Tune-Up Accelerator (TUA) program

• To-date, the program developed relationships with 48 commercial real estate

portfolio management firms accounting for 74 million square feet of commercial real
estate office space across the region

Table 8 – Benefit & Value

Benefit/Cost Ratio on
20-year savings forecast

n/a – Infrastructure Program

Energy Savings (aMW)

n/a – Infrastructure Program

Additional Value
Delivery

Customer & supply chain engagement opportunities: market engagement primarily via
established forums, industry associations and trainings build market awareness
Maximize efficiencies: Coordinating with other alliance programs - Natural Gas
Condensing HVAC Rooftop Units, Strategic Energy Management and Window
Attachments - to leverage existing work and collaborate where applicable
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Commercial Real Estate

Table 3 – Budget

Annual Expense
Key Assumptions
Driving Budget
Estimates

2018
Forecast
$331,000
•
•
•

2019 Budget
$440,000

Variance Explanation
Transition plan and implementation for merging CRE
assets with the BetterBricks platform

Continue to support and leverage CRE’s tools, resources and relationships
Implement a plan to transition CRE assets to the BetterBricks platform and
discontinue program at the end of the cycle
Provide continued support to the Seattle Tune-up Accelerator program

Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals
Increase awareness of
BetterBricks/CRE Hub
among target audience
per marketing plan
activities
Leverage existing
sponsorships and market
relationships on behalf of
alliance commercial
programs, while
transitioning ownership
and management of
relationships to
BetterBricks platform

Transition CRE tools to
BetterBricks

Barriers
Addressed

Awareness of
energy efficiency
best practices by
key target
audience
Awareness of
energy efficiency
best practices by
key target
audience

n/a
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Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Ongoing:
Continue to support existing CRE tools
and resources

10% increase in visitors
to BetterBricks website
above 2018 levels

Ongoing:
• Continue to support current
sponsorships with Seattle 2030, BOMA
Oregon and BOMA King County
• Leverage BetterBricks table at regional
events for alliance commercial
programs
• Leverage Seattle’s Tune-up Accelerator
program for Integrated Design Labs to
position alliance commercial program
technologies

• CRE market
relationships are
leveraged on behalf of
two alliance
commercial programs
• Sponsorship
agreements in place
with BOMA Oregon,
BOMA King County and
Seattle 2030

New:
• Conduct a review and gap analysis of
CRE’s current sponsorships,
relationships and memberships
• Conduct a gap analysis of current
content and implement content plan
New:
• Implement a Spark transition strategy
and updates to measure costs that
drive the business case development
• Implement a CRE Hub content
transition strategy

• Spark transition
complete
• CRE Hub content
transition complete
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Commercial Real Estate
Table 5 – Risks & Mitigation

Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

If funders don’t realize direct benefits
from the program’s resources, then
they may not support transition to
the BetterBricks platform.

Additional funds will be
needed for marketing
strategies

Work with internal Stakeholder Relations and
Marketing teams on a funder communication
plan which identifies funder needs and informs
the future BetterBricks strategy.
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INDUSTRIAL TECHNICAL TRAINING (ITT)
Executive Summary - The alliance’s Industrial Technical Training infrastructure program provides coordinated

technical training on key industrial energy efficiency concepts to support industrial energy efficiency programs and build
market capacity to facilitate implementation of energy savings projects and programs. Funder co-sponsors help NEEA
staff select, plan and promote all trainings in a coordinated regional approach. This long-standing alliance program
educates people who directly impact the largest energy loads in the Northwest – operators, engineers, consultants, and
funder staff. The preliminary training Plan for 2019 identifies 10 in-person trainings to be delivered in close partnership
with funders.
In the current draft 2020-24 business plan, ITT is included as an optionally-funded training service to funders, which is
consistent with the current (2015-2019) Business Plan. Planned 2019 activities are contingent on whether the minimum
threshold of funding is met by opt-in funders. Should ITT not be funded the next business cycle, the 2019 plan would
include concluding the program and ensuring transition of its assets to market partners and/or funders who wish to
leverage the resources and curriculum.
Table 1 - Program Overview
Ultimate Desired
Outcome for
Sustained Market
Change

Highly trained workforce in place at industrial and commercial businesses across the Northwest
has the skills to implement and maintain energy efficiency in their organizations.

Program Status

ITT is an optional infrastructure program, and has been offered by the alliance since 2006.

Key
Accomplishments
to date

•
•
•
•

Value Delivery: Ten in-person trainings per year, meeting minimum attendance levels, and
achieving funder and participant satisfaction rates of 95% (and greater) in last three years
Regional Advantage: Coordinated efforts across funder service territories ensure end-users
have a variety of course options and schedule free of overlap or duplication
Economies of Scale: Each participating funder doesn’t need to dedicate staff time to plan and
coordinate their own trainings—instead they leverage the infrastructure of the ITT program
to accomplish together many tasks they would otherwise each need to complete individually
Customer Engagement Opportunities: ITT trainings give sponsoring funders a way to connect
with customers during trainings, in the selection of future courses, and in the recruitment
process for each course. Trained individuals often leave class ready to complete energy
efficiency projects in partnership with their local programs.

Table 2 – Benefit & Value

Benefit/Cost Ratio on 20-year Savings Forecast

n/a – Infrastructure program

Energy Savings (aMW)

n/a – Infrastructure program

Table 3 – Budget
Annual Expense

Key Assumptions
Driving Budget
Estimates

2018 Forecast
$162,000

2019 Budget
$150,000

Variance Explanation

2020 budget will be determined through 2020-24 business
planning and, to continue, will require sufficient opt-in
support by funders.
Continue to offer trainees opportunity to earn Continuing Education Units (CEU) through
Washington State University; Training promotion and marketing efforts continue as they are (ITT
outreach emails and funder led outreach)
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Industrial Technical Training
Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Ongoing:
• Coordinate annual planning
with all sponsors
• Provide regional equity and
funder satisfaction by
executing on the 2019 regional
training plan
• Finalize dates for 2019 courses
six to eight weeks in advance to
provide sufficient time for
promotions
New:
• Assist funders in developing
internal processes to replace
the services of ITT for the 202024 business cycle

•

Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

If the marketing and recruitment efforts,
which are led by funder co-hosts and
facilitated by NEEA staff, do not result in at
least 12 registrations per course, then the
program may need to cancel one or more
courses, which would increase program
overhead per trainee

Less regionally coordinated training
efforts with more potential overlap
and gaps. Higher costs per trainee
reached.

Work proactively with funder cohosts on early outreach and
recruitment for each course;
ensure that, in the event a
course needs to be rescheduled,
at least 8 weeks are available to
recruit participants for the new
course date; ensure that most of
the 2019 courses are completed
during the first three quarters of
the year.

Deliver nine in-person
ITT training courses and
one webinar (per
regionally coordinated
training plan)

[If not sufficiently
supported as an
optional offering in the
2020-24 business cycle]
Transition ITT assets
and support interested
funders in developing
training coordination
processes

Barriers
Addressed

Lack of technical
capacity to
identify and
implement
energy efficiency
measures

N/A

•
•
•

180 or more people
participating in ITT
Funder satisfaction rate of
95% or greater
Trainee satisfaction rate of
95% or greater
Average class size of 17 or
more

One or more funders leverages
elements of the ITT resources to
deliver trainings in its service
territory

Table 5 – Risks & Mitigation
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COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL STRATEGIC ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Executive Summary - Commercial & Industrial Strategic Energy Management (C&I SEM) Infrastructure program

aims to grow adoption of SEM in the Northwest by facilitating SEM collaboration and delivering valuable SEM tools and
resources for SEM program implementation. The program supports the Northwest SEM Collaborative, a regional forum
where SEM practitioners share and transfer knowledge on working results of SEM innovation undertaken in the region;
and, the SEM Hub, an online knowledge center that hosts online courses, templates and tools that utilities and market
partners can leverage, customize and brand as their own. In 2019, the program will continue these activities as well as
work with regional stakeholders to identify a path forward on regional SEM market measurement and data management
and to align on priority growth opportunities within the SEM Hub resource library.
In the current draft 2020-24 business plan, C&I SEM is included as an optionally-funded market resource to funders.
Planned 2019 activities are contingent on whether the minimum threshold of funding is met by opt-in funders. Should
C&I SEM not be funded in the next business cycle, the 2019 plan would include concluding the program and ensuring
transition of its assets to market partners and/or funders who wish to leverage the tools and resources.
Table 1 - Program Overview

Ultimate Desired
Outcome for
Sustained Market
Change
Program Status

Grow adoption of Strategic Energy Management (SEM) in the Northwest by facilitating active
collaboration on SEM delivery, and by delivering valuable SEM tools that meet stakeholders’
needs in support of 368 aMW of 20-year savings potential identified by the 7th Power Plan in
Commercial and Industrial SEM.
•
•
•

Key
Accomplishments
to date

•
•
•
•

SEM Hub built out and exceeding goals for page views and resource downloads
Northwest Strategic Energy Management Collaborative active and encompassing
Commercial and Industrial SEM
North American SEM Collaborative launched and has held its 2nd annual summit at ACEEE
Summer Study
Successfully rebuilt the alliance’s Energy Management Assessment tool onto a customizable
SEM Hub platform
Exceeded initial targets for user engagement and tool downloads from SEMHub.com
Completed work on two U.S. Department of Energy grants for 50001 Ready and Community
SEM support
Achieved significant engagement in the NW SEM Collaborative.

Table 2 – Benefits & Value

Benefit/Cost Ratio on 20-year
Savings Forecast

n/a – Infrastructure program

Energy Savings (aMW)

n/a – Infrastructure program

Additional Value Delivery

Energy Efficiency Resources: Knowledge and use of high-value SEM tools and
resources by regional stakeholders to develop, grow and sustain regional SEM
programs
aMW savings: Support growing regional savings achievements in SEM and help
improve program cost effectiveness through enhanced tools and resources,
agreement on common SEM terms and measurement and verification
approaches, eventually measure and capture SEM diffusion savings
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C&I SEM

Additional Value Delivery
(Cont.)

Customer Engagement Opportunities for the region/funders: SEM is increasingly
understood as a pathway to both increased capital project velocity within utility
deemed measure programs, and as the foundation for deeper and more enduring
customer relationships than occurs with more ad hoc approaches to energy
efficiency
Build regional and bi-national consensus on SEM as a
best practice or de facto standard

2018 Forecast
$118,000

Table 3 – Budget

Annual Expense
Key Assumptions Driving
Budget Estimates

2019 Budget
$137,000

Variance Explanation

Budget includes a $50k SEM data management and market measurement project
New SEM Hub asset development spending is limited in 2019, but is intended
to build a scope of work and regional support for potentially significant new
SEM Hub tool development and/or regional SEM data management activity in
the next business cycle.

Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

The region uses SEM
as key platform to
engage large
commercial and
industrial customers
and works together
with NEEA staff to
accurately measure
SEM market adoption
and regional progress.

SEM practitioners
actively collaborate
with one another on
shared challenges via
alliance sponsored
structure

Manage SEM Hub to
provide centralized
knowledge center to

Barriers

Key 2019 Activities

Lack of sustained
and reinforced
SEM practices

Ongoing:

Lack of sustained
and reinforced
SEM practices

Lack of sustained
and reinforced
SEM practices
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New: Investigate future and
potentially expanded regional SEM
data management and other possible
expanded roles for the alliance in
regional SEM success

•

Continue to convene, facilitate
and provide leadership to the
Northwest SEM Collaborative

•

Facilitate North American-wide
SEM Collaboration by supporting
growth of nascent bi-national
collaborative

New:
•

Develop new regional SEM assets
to fill highest priority gaps in the

Key Success Metrics

• NEEA staff achieve regional
support and engagement on
SEM data security,
confidentiality and anonymity
requirements and processes
• NEEA staff develops a
regional SEM market
measurement and data
management plan in
accordance with that
consensus
• 75 or more participants in
2019 SEM Collaboration
events
• Three or more NW SEM
Collaborative workgroups
meeting actively and
producing outputs for 2019
Fall Workshop
• North American SEM
Collaborative finds a
sponsoring organization
and hosts at least one
event in 2019
• SEM Hub continues to
grow in user engagement
and downloads
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C&I SEM

2019 Goals

house high-value SEM
tools and resources

[If not sufficiently
supported as an
optional offering in
the 2020-24 business
cycle] Transition C&I
SEM assets to
interested market
partners and/or
funders

Barriers

N/A

Table 5 – Risks
Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Key 2019 Activities

SEM Hub identified through
research and survey project
Ongoing:
• Actively promote use of SEM Hub
to support funder use of SEM as a
fundamental customer
engagement tool
• Grow the resource collection on
the SEM Hub and build it into the
primary place for SEM
implementation resources

Key Success Metrics
o
o

o

Three or more active
SEM Hub EMA
customizations
Two or more active
SEM Hub Online
Courses LMS platform
customizations
4000 or more page
views and 800 or more
resource downloads via
SEM Hub

New: Sustain SEM Hub resources by
developing a transition plan for the
SEM Hub and identifying potential
market partners to deliver tools and
resources beyond 2019

One or more funders leverages
elements of the C&I SEM
infrastructure to support SEM
program delivery in its service
territory

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency
Plan

If the North American SEM Collaborative
does not meet the needs of SEM
practitioners, then it may not be a viable
entity for the long-term

The program continues to convene
regional SEM practitioners, but loses
an important market channel for binational coordination on SEM data
practices, tool use, problem solving,
advocacy and awareness building

If the program is unable to build
consensus for a regional approach to
measuring SEM market adoption and
regional progress, then the opportunity
for SEM savings measurement in the
market will continue to be missed

Fewer opportunities to support SEM
innovation through market-level
learnings, improved program cost
effectiveness, and NWPCC 7th Plan
savings targets

Through the NW SEM
Collaborative, use data
captured from SEM Hub EMA
to continue building consensus
on regional SEM benchmarking
effort and ongoing SEM
program innovation
opportunities

If not sufficiently supported as an optional
offering in the 2020-24 business cycle,
then the SEM Hub and SEM Collaborative
resources may not remain viable or be
accessible to funders

Program scope and budget reduction
leads to lost opportunities for regional
advantage, consistent SEM standards,
and market transformation

Work collaboratively with
internal and external
stakeholders on path forward
for 2020-24 once Cycle 6
Business Plan is finalized
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The program remains dynamic
and flexible in how it supports
the North American SEM
Collaborative using a
combination of staff hours,
sponsorship dollars, and inkind support
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LIGHTING RESOURCES
Executive Summary - Lighting Resources infrastructure program is comprised of the Northwest Lighting Network,
Design Lights Consortium regional membership and Online Lighting Basics training. These regional efforts enhance
lighting trade ally knowledge and enable funders to leverage resources that support their efficiency efforts in the
commercial and industrial lighting markets.
Table 1 - Program Overview

Ultimate Desired
Outcome for Sustained
Market Change
Program Status

Enhance lighting contractors’ skillsets and leverage resources for the region that
support alliance funders’ efficiency efforts in the commercial and industrial lighting
markets.

Key Accomplishments to
date

•

Lighting Resources is an infrastructure program

•
•

Table 2 – Benefit & Value

Promotion of Reduced Wattage, NXT Level training, and Luminaire Level Lighting
Controls through an enhanced Northwest Lighting Network website and newsletter
Design Lights Consortium membership enables a seat at the table for the region in
national specifications discussions, including for Luminaire Level Lighting Controls
Online Lighting Basics trains new trade allies entering the market, with 159
completions by end of June 2018

Benefit/Cost Ratio on 20year savings forecast
Energy Savings (aMW)

n/a – Infrastructure Program

Additional Value Delivery

Provide training to build market capability for installation of energy-efficient lighting
projects

n/a – Infrastructure Program

Support Commercial + Industrial Lighting Regional Strategy to promote regional
resources for funder program efficiency efforts.
Regional representation for national specification efforts and leverage of Qualified
Products Lists
Provide more visibility for content and success stories from funders

Table 3 – Budget

Annual Expense

Key Assumptions Driving
Budget Estimates

2018
Forecast
$88,000

2019 Budget

Variance Explanation

103,000

The Lighting Resources budget will be consolidated into
alliance program budgets for the Luminaire Level
Lighting Controls and Top Tier Trade Ally program
budgets in next business cycle (beginning in 2020).
Stakeholder Support: No significant increase in Design Lights Consortium membership
costs
Marketing: Continued website and content development for Northwest Lighting
Network
Training: Updates needed to Online Lighting Basics curriculum are low to moderate
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Lighting Resources

Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Represent region in Design
Lights Consortium development
on SSL specification V5

Lack of specifications
for energy-efficient
lighting

Ongoing: Participation
in development on
new specifications to
reflect regional
priorities

Regional representation in
specification development

Keep Online Lighting Basics
content relevant for trade allies

Lack of skillset for
lighting trade allies in
the region

Ongoing: Complete
update of content for
Online Lighting Basics

Rollout out an update to
curriculum by end of Q2 2019

Continue to improve traffic and
engagement to Northwest
Lighting Network website

Lack of trade ally
awareness of efficient
technologies

Ongoing: Optimize
search engine and
content

Metrics per marketing plan
including visitors to site, time
on site, clicks to funder sites
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TOP TIER TRADE ALLY
Executive Summary - The Top Tier Trade Ally infrastructure program builds lighting trade ally skills to support the
delivery of energy-efficient commercial and industrial lighting retrofit projects through the NXT Level training and
designation. The program’s focus areas in 2019-2020 will be: 1) expanding the base of trade allies with the Level 1
designation trade allies; and, 2) rolling out Level 2 of the training with a goal of deepening trade ally knowledge and
skills. To date, funders have been supportive of NXT Level training and have promoted it with their trade allies.
However, funder interest in integrating the training into program designs and/or promoting it with customers remains
low, which is impacting mainstream adoption of the training by the market. The program continues to develop
strategies to enroll trade allies and continues to collaborate with funders on marketing and outreach.
Table 1 - Program Overview
Top Tier Trade Ally’s NXT Level Training builds lighting contractor skills and provides a
Ultimate Desired
designation that enables funder programs to effectively leverage this base of trade allies to
Outcome for
deliver deep energy savings through quality, advanced commercial and industrial lighting
Sustained Market
retrofit projects.

Change

Program Status

Key
Accomplishments to
date

The Top Tier Trade Ally program is an infrastructure program.
NXT Level 1 training launched in mid-2016 and NXT Level 2 training will roll out in Q4 2018.
The program is collaborating with funders to drive awareness of NXT Level training and
explore how funders can promote designated trade allies.
• Marketing and outreach campaign, combined with funder hosted jump start sessions,
expanded the participant pool, resulting in 176 individual applications to Level 1 training
from Q4 2017 to Q2 2018
• 137 individuals (110 trade allies and 27 funder program staff) and 44 companies have
been designated Next Level 1
• Level 2 curriculum development was completed in Q3 2018, with rollout planned for Q4
2018

Table 2-

Benefit/Cost Ratio on 20-year savings forecast
Energy Savings(aMW)
Additional Value Delivery

2018 Forecast 2019 Budget
Table 3 – Budget

Annual Expense

Key Assumptions
Driving Budget
Estimates

$479,000

$416,000

n/a – Infrastructure Program
n/a – Infrastructure Program
Providing training to build market capability for
installation of energy-efficient lighting projects
Supporting funder trade ally engagement

Variance Explanation
2018 budget includes expenses related to NXT Level 2
curriculum development. There are no plans to develop
Level 3 in 2019 resulting in a lower spend.

Level 1:
• Implementation and promotional activities from 2018 continue (if participation lags,
adjustments to marketing and implementation plan may be necessary)
• Similar level of funder support
• Only a light update to NXT Level 1 curriculum is required (the curriculum will be
assessed in Q4 2018)
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Top Tier Trade Ally
Level 2:
Successful NXT Level 2 launch in Q4 2018; if there is delay, low participation or negative
feedback on curriculum or structure, additional budget in 2019 might be required to replan and update Level 2. The launch plans for NXT Level 2 in areas that do not have a
high concentration of designees is still under development.
Implementation & Management: Contract will be re-bid mid-year. Current estimates may
differ from actual contract.
Table 4 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Barriers Addressed

Increase market
adoption of NXT
Level 1 training
and designation

•

Roll out NXT Level
2 throughout
region to deepen
skillset of
designees
sufficient to
support
specification, sale
and installation of
advanced retrofit
projects for
commerical and
industrial lighting
programs

•

•

•

Lack of an effective base
of skilled contractors in
the Northwest
Lack of differentiation of
experienced contractors
from inexperienced
contractors

Lack of contractors in the
Northwest with
advanced skills
Lack of differentiation
between experienced
and inexperienced
contractors
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Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Ongoing:
• Conduct promotional and
marketing activities to
drive participation. Direct
support and outreach to
trade allies in tandem with
marketing efforts.
• Support funders in their
efforts to promote NXT
Level training and provide
additional value to
designees

By the end of 2019, an
additional 65 trade allies and 15
companies have achieved NXT
Level 1 designation

Ongoing: Implement NXT Level
2 rollout

•

New: Implement rollout plan
for areas of lower designee
concentration to provide
regional equity

•

By the end of 2019, at least
25 individuals have achieved
NXT Level 2 designation
By the end of 2019, NXT
Level 2 has rolled out in
person in at least two
locations and has been
offered to additional
participants per plan for
areas of lower designee
concentration
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Top Tier Trade Ally
Table 5 – Risks & Mitigation

Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

If there is insufficient trade ally
enrollment in NXT Level 1, then a
positive impact on energy efficient
lighting projects will not be realized

•

If trade ally participation in NXT
Level 2 lags, then the skills that
enable advanced projects will not
be sufficiently prevalent in the
market.

•

If funder programs do not
sufficiently supplement inherent
value of training to trade allies,
then the case for trade ally
investment of time/effort in NXT
Level training may be weakened,
affecting demand for training.

•

If market confusion is created by
other actors in the training
landscape, then NXT Level traction
with trade allies and/or funders
may be slowed

•
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•

•

•

•

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

Lost opportunity to raise the
quantity and quality of energy
efficient projects in the region.
Could require additional
marketing and outreach

•

Lost opportunity to raise the
quantity and quality of energy
efficient projects in the region
May need to re-plan and
restructure Level 2 after launch or
add marketing and outreach
increasing spending
Lost opportunity to raise the
quantity and quality of energy
efficient projects in the region.
May require development of new
strategies such as incentives,
increasing spending

•

Designation program may become
unsustainable.
May require additional marketing
and outreach to address
confusion

•

•

•

•

•

•

Continue to invest in recruiting
applicants for Level 1 and support
them in designation completion
Continue coordination with funders
to promote
Level 1 designation
Launch in one area in Q4 2018 and
use lessons learned to adjust rollout
plan
Develop plan to more effectively
differentiate Level 1 and Level 2
value to trade allies
Continue collaboration with funders
to create multiple sources of value
for designated trade allies; seek
advice and support from the
alliance’s Commercial Advisory
Committee as needed
Collaborate with funders to more
effectively differentiate Level 1 and
Level 2 value
Develop marketing messaging that
differentiates training
As part of planning for transition of
NXT Level to the market, develop
better understanding of current
ecosystem of lighting training and
track trends
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DISTRIBUTOR PLATFORM
Executive Summary - The Distributor Platform is a system that enables streamlined interactions between the

alliance and distributors (sellers of commercial products). The Platform is intended to be leveraged by alliance and
funder programs to motivate distributors to stock and sell targeted energy efficient products and facilitate secure
delivery of branch-level sales data for targeted product categories. The Platform was established via the alliance’s
Reduced Wattage Lamp Replacement (RWLR) program and currently comprises contracts and relationships with 15
electrical distributors, covering 250+ branches in the Northwest. To-date, the Platform has been utilized to enable lowwatt T-8 market transformation, reduce costs for BPA commercial lighting research, support data collection and market
intelligence for the Luminaire Level Lighting Controls (LLLC) program, and support the launch of LED commodity lamp
midstream pilots with Seattle City Light and Snohomish PUD.
Regional and national electrical distributors are key, leverageable market actors who influence the stock and sale of
efficiency products, and provide access to real- time sales data and market intelligence. Their strategic importance
stretches beyond commodity lamp products to all commercial lighting products and, to varying degrees, additional
commercial and industrial technologies, such as extended motor products. In 2019, the focus will be to expand the
leverage of the Platform, build its value and enhance its viability for the alliance in the next business cycle. 1
Table 1 – Goals & Activities

2019 Goals

Regional leverage for
alliance and funder
programs: Leverage the
Platform to accelerate
the transformation of
the targeted energyefficient technologies

Barriers
Addressed

• Time consuming
customer data
collection
requirements at
point of sale
• High transaction
cost for small
savers
• Persistence of
inefficient
technologies
being sold (i.e.
T12s, T8s)

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Ongoing:
• Utilize the Platform (including
experience, relationships and
processes) to reduce the start-up
costs for the distributor engagement
and recruitment for the alliance’s
Extended Motor Products (XMP)
program
• Support Seattle City Light and
Snohomish PUD midstream pilots
targeting LED commodity lamps,
which includes gathering full
category data and testing of market
transformation style strategies for
LED replacement products
New:
• Share data and learnings from the
pilots with funders to inform future
lighting program strategy for costeffectively transforming the market
for LED replacement lamps
• Recruit new distributors to the
Platform, including LED-focused and
online distributors, as well as pump
distributors to support the XMP
program

•

•

Via midstream pilots,
market
transformation style
strategies touch
broader lamp
replacement market
and increase market
share of energyefficient technologies
Five additional
distributors added to
the Platform,
including at least one
online

In 2019, distributor engagement and data collection costs associated with the leverage and expansion of the Distributor Platform
are carried by program-level budgets, specifically RWLR, LLLC, XMP and the Commercial Lighting Midstream pilots

1
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Distributor Platform

2019 Goals
Data gathering: Secure
full category market
sales data for targeted
energy-efficient
technologies (lighting
and pumps and
circulators less than 50
horsepower)

Data analysis: Create
and implement plan on
how sales data could
inform region of market
dynamics and identify
new opportunities

Table 2 – Benefit & Value

Value
Delivery

Barriers
Addressed

Tracking unit sales
trends and pricing in
target markets

Budget and time
required for data
cleaning, analysis
and reporting

Key 2019 Activities

Key Success Metrics

Ongoing:
• Ensure value exchange with
distributors to continue full category
data reporting
• Continue to gather Reduced
Wattage Lamp Replacement (RWLR)
data for long term monitoring and
tracking
• Gather data and market intelligence
for the alliance’s Luminaire Level
Lighting Controls program
• Support Bonneville Power
Administration and regional
research in data gathering from
electrical distributors
New:
• Gather data and begin engagement
with four Northwest pump
distributors for the XMP program

•

New:
• Develop plan for how the alliance
replaces Bonneville Power
Administration’s annual lighting
market survey while increasing
value to entire region
• Analyze data to identify
opportunities for targeted
interventions
• Explore alternative methods of data
cleaning that could save time and
cost

•

•

•

•
•

Reporting
agreements with all
RWLR distributors in
place
Full category data
reporting for multiple
categories of
commodity lamps
(beyond linear)
Reduced data
gathering and
research costs
because of Platform

Agreed upon regional
plan for continuing to
collect commercial
lighting market data
Data is utilized by
alliance & funders
Lower cost data
cleaning techniques
identified and
employed

Alliance benefits from:
o More aggregate system that enables and accelerates market transformation and
delivers savings at lower cost
o Access to sales data, resulting in market context and insights that inform program
strategy/decisions
Distributors benefit from:
o Increased profitability through sales of superior energy-efficient products
o Insights based on market data
o Simplified interaction aggregated across utilities via a single point of contact and
streamlined processes
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Distributor Platform
Table 3 – Risks & Mitigation

Key Risk Areas for 2019 Goals

Potential Impact

Mitigation/Contingency Plan

Current programs and pilots do
not provide sufficient value to
distributors to keep them
engaged

Some distributors disengage with the
alliance as they do not realize enough
value to continue the relationship.
Costs for data gathering for regional
data, Reduced Wattage Lamp
Replacement and other alliance
programs increase due to lack of
leverage. Region loses valuable
market insights.
Data collection costs to support
Reduced Wattage Lamp Replacement
long-term monitoring and tracking
will increase.

Engage distributors on data gathering to
demonstrate value of midstream
interventions. Continue to search for
additional technologies and program
leverage to build value for distributors.

Region loses insight into dynamic
changes in lighting market.

Include data ask with any programmatic
offering with distributors.

Distributors unwilling or
unmotivated to deliver data
after conclusion of Reduced
Wattage Lamp Replacement
program
There is not support or an
agreed upon plan to continue
BPA commercial lighting survey
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RETAIL PLATFORM
Market Dynamics

Key
Activities &
Opportunities

Platform Risks

Risk Mitigation
Strategies

Dynamics impacting Consumer Products
• Growth of online continues to pressure sales and margins at bricks and mortar retailers –
making the platform models more desirable
• New product configurations, connectivity and technologies (e.g. dual washers,
downloadable cycle settings, UHD TV, etc.) not adequately addressed in current DOE
testing or ENERGY STAR specification-setting methodologies
• Industry associations are exerting more power - Consumer Technology Association slowing
TV specification, Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers lobbying for EPA move to
DOE, pushing toward “voluntary specs”
• EPA budget challenges will stretch ENERGY STAR resources
Continued support of alliance programs Retail Product Portfolio and Super-Efficient Dryers
Continued refinement of data portal reporting functionality
Support additional alliance initiatives that could leverage the Consumer Products
retailer/distributor channel including Heat Pump Water Heaters, Ductless Heat Pumps,
Window Attachments, Commercial Lighting and Gas.
• Support NEEA long-term monitoring and tracking efforts in Residential Lighting and TV
• Support planning and measure development activities for Funders and Regional Technical
Forum
• Leverage partnership opportunities with extra-regional energy-efficiency program
sponsors
Retail Product Portfolio (RPP) Dependence
• ENERGY STAR RPP (national) program sponsors drop out causing retailers/distributors
to lose interest in continued support
Data Security
• ICF – NEEA’s data platform contractor – is contractually responsible to retailers for
data privacy and security
• Data breach may cause retailers/distributors to drop out; it is critical to ensure that
any publishing of the data (e.g. for evaluation) is done so in accordance with privacy
policies
Retail Product Portfolio dependence
• Add additional products to platform as appropriate, from alliance initiatives and longterm monitoring and tracking work
• Continue to recruit and support on-boarding of new ENERGY STAR RPP program
sponsors
• Work with retailers to continue to improve platform performance and understand new
opportunities that are of interest to them (i.e. market intelligence, new products, etc.)
Data Security
• Continue to refine and communicate data privacy and security guidelines to
existing/new ENERGY STAR RPP sponsors and third-party contractors who might
access data
• Communicate data privacy and security guidelines, work with and educate Regional
Technical Forum and funders who are interested in accessing data for measure
development and/or market intelligence
•
•
•
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2019 Marketing Calendar

NEEA 2019 Marketing Calendar
NEEA 2019 Residential/Mass Markets Marketing Overview
Residential activity
Commercial/Industrial activity
Downstream marketing activity per RPAC definition

Jan Feb

Mar Apr

May Jun

July

Aug Sept

Oct Nov

Dec

NW Ductless Heat Pump Project
GoingDuctless.com content generation and link building
Pitched articles and paid and posted content in online
communities
Installer / manufacturer training support
Supply chain e-newsletter
Heat Pump Water Heaters
Update and distribute distributor materials
Update and deploy retail manufacturer branded POP materials
(opt-in for funders)
Consumer awareness campaign (cable and digital)
High potential installer engagement (marketing templates and
support)
Manufacturer engagement (coordinated marketing support)
Supply chain e-newsletter
Super Efficient Dryers
Support manufacturer promotions (timing TBD)
Next Step Homes
Home Efficiency Forum 2019
Regional photography assets/ New construction photoshoot
Natural Gas integration (website content, communications, etc.)
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2019 Marketing Calendar

Jan Feb

Mar Apr

May Jun

July

Aug Sept

May Jun

Jul

Aug Sept

Oct Nov

Dec

Funder program launch/marketing toolkit phase 2 (TBD)
Quarterly mid-stream industry newsletters
Targeted residential new construction mid-stream email bulletins
(as needed)
Manufactured Homes
Utility toolkit development
NEEM+ case studies and/or testimonial development
NEEM+ retailer marketing materials
Web strategy support for NEEM website

NEEA 2019 Commercial/ Industrial Marketing Overview
Jan Feb Mar

Apr

Oct Nov Dec

Mid Stream Lighting
Support distributors with utility branded materials as needed
Luminaire Level Lighting Controls (LLLC)
Presence/presentations at industry events
Case Studies (written and video) (timing TBD)
Promotional materials for supply chain and funders
Pitch articles/case studies to trade publication
Support regional manufacturer promotions (timing TBD)
Support promotion of supply chain LLLC trainings (timing TBD)
LLLC content and search engine optimization on BetterBricks.com
Top Tier Trade Ally
NXT Level Newsletter
Promotion of trainings through funder trade ally networks
NXT Level 1 training promotion via email and direct mail
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2019 Marketing Calendar

Jan Feb Mar

Apr

May Jun

Jul

Aug Sept

Oct Nov Dec

NXT Level training promotion via trade associations
NXT Level 2 training promotion via email and direct outreach
High-performance HVAC
Messaging development
Audience research
Create and distribute written case studies through industry
partners
Training materials for installers, distributors, and specifiers
Support manufacturer promotion
Commercial Window Attachments
Messaging development
Audience research
Create and distribute written case studies through industry
partners
Support manufacturer promotion
Commercial Code Enhancement
Create and distribute materials to architects/engineers/or
contractors for program approved code proposals
BetterBricks Platform
Presence/presentations at industry events
Targeted digital promotion (Google, LinkedIn, YouTube, Trade
orgs)
BetterBricks e-newsletter (monthly)
BetterBricks.com content generation and link building
Condensing RTUs (Gas)
Create and distribute written case studies
Messaging development
Audience research
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2019 Marketing Calendar

Jan Feb Mar

Apr

May Jun

Jul

Aug Sept

Oct Nov Dec

Industrial Strategic Energy Management (SEM)
Bi-annual newsletter
SEM Collaborative Support (communications, web)
SEM Hub content and resources development
Extended Motor Products (XMP)
Messaging development
Distributor toolkit/resource development (TBD)
Hydraulic Institute video development support (timing TBD, 1-2
videos in 2019)
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2019 Scanning Products and Activities

2019 Scanning Products and Activities
This chart lists the products and activities NEEA staff are planning for 2019 to understand and advance emerging technologies. A short definition for each
activity is listed after the chart.

Product
Groups

Products

HVAC

Variable Capacity Heat Pump
Alternative refrigerants
Cold Temperature Heat Pump
HVAC System Design
Heat Recovery Ventilation
Condensing Roof Top Units
Short Run Ducts with Mini-Split
Heat Pump
Inverter driven PTHPs
Smart Thermostats
Engine Driven Heat Pump – Gas
Heat Pump Water Heater Tier 4
& 5 & Gas
Plug free Energy Star gas water
heater
DR Enabled Water Heaters
Split System Water Heaters
Combination Space and Water
Heating
Window Attachments (Films,
Blinds)
Thin Triple Primary Windows
Thermal Break Shear Wall
Systems

Water
Heating

Building
Envelope
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Technical
Test Method Performance Manufacturer Market
Lab
Field
Potential
Development Specification Engagement Monitoring Testing Testing
Assessment
Development
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
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2019 Scanning Products and Activities

Product
Groups

Products

Lighting

Zonal Lamp Control (LLLC)
Zonal Lamp Control & HVAC
LED Human Factors Testing
Ultra-High Definition Televisions
Laundry
Refrigerator/freezer
Sound Bars (A/V)
Extended Motor Products (Fans,
Compressors)
Switched Reluctance Motors
Integrated Design/
Performance Path Code

Consumer
Products

Motors /
Drives
New
Construction
Agriculture

Hop Kiln Drying -Gas

Technical
Test Method Performance Manufacturer Market
Lab
Field
Potential
Development Specification Engagement Monitoring Testing Testing
Assessment
Development
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

Definitions:
Technical Potential Assessment: Estimate of technical energy savings potential of a product given its in-the-field energy savings and the number of locations
where it could be installed.
Test Method Development: Test methods are used to distinguish the performance of one product from another. A good method is repeatable, reasonably
priced, and approximates real world operating conditions.
Performance Specification Development: Once a test method is available, the performance of efficient products can be compared to market average (or
Federal standard) products. A performance specification and certification can be added making it easy for the market to identify the efficient product. (i.e.
Energy Star, etc.)
Manufacturer Engagement: Connecting with manufacturers and sharing the value of energy efficiency encourages manufacturers to consider energy efficiency
during product development. Manufacturers provide important information on technology limitations and other constraints that may slow or stall product
commercialization.
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2019 Scanning Products and Activities
Market Monitoring: Tracking market trends and structure helps identify opportunities and barriers for new efficient products and often provides clues when
strategic interventions in the market would be most effective.
Lab Testing: Used to understand energy efficiency and operation of products in a controlled environment. Enables isolation of innovations to better understand
their impact on energy efficiency and product performance. When a standardized test method is used, enables comparison with other products.
Field Testing: Used to establish and validate savings in real world situations.
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